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FIRST ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 

Institute of Atmospheric Physics Punchcard Clj.matological Program 

November 15, 1955 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

On November 15, 1954, the University of Arizona entered into a co

operative program with the u. s. Weather Bureau whereby the University 

of Arizona, through its Institute of Atmospheric Physics, undertook the 

task of converting to punchcard form a large part of the past records of 

Weather Bureau climatological observations for the state of Arizona. The 

present report, prepared in accordance with the stipulations of the 

original Memorandum of Understanding, summarizes progress made on this 

task during the past twelve months, describes staff and facilities now 

avail.able for the prosecution of this work, and outlines by means of a 

number of examples the type of climatological researches which the Insti

tute is preparing to carry out with the aid of the very efficient techniques 

available for handling data in punchcard form.* 

The essential advantage of the agreement between the Weather Bureau 

and the University consists of a systematic one-for-one exchange of punch

cards between the two organizations. Beginning with July 1948 all Arizona 

meteorological and climatological data have been put on IBM punchcards 

*The report contained herein is being written not only for the primary 
_purpose of reporting to the u. s. Weather Bureau, but also for the 
secondary purpose of providing in convenient form a reasonably complete 
prospectus of the University of Ai~izona's punchcard climatological pro
gram for the information of persons who are potential users of the re
sults of the extensive studies of Arizona's weather and climate which 
will develop, in the near future, from this program. Because of this 
secondary objective, certain explanatory details familiar to Weather 
Bureau readers of this report are included in tie Introduction, 
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as a routine procedure by the Weather Bureau. As a consequence there is 

in the National Weather Records Center at Asheville, North Carolina, a 

steadily growing stoclt of punchcards containing the history of the weather 

in the state {and all other states) since July, 1948. For many meteoro

logical researches, and for virtually all climatological studies, it is 

highly desirable to have a much more extensive sample than is contained 

even in this large and accumulating body of punchcards. Since Congres

sional appropriations have unfortunately never been made to permit the 

Weather Bureau to punch its great backlog of climatic data, an alter

native scheme bas been set up by the Weather Bureau whereby the files 

of back data are made available to universities that will enter into 

cooperative programs. Briefly, in the case of the Arizona data, the 

cooperation consists in the Weather Bureau's supplying all blank punch

card stock as well as the invaluable original data to the Institute of 

Atmospheric Physics which then proceeds to punch into IJ3M: cards the 

data beginning with June, 1948 and working backwards in time to the 

beginning of each station record. For every year of back data which 

is punched a duplicate deck of cards is made, at negligible cost by IEM 

techniques, and sent to the national archives at Asheville, North Carolina. 

The latter organization then proceeds to duplicate for the same Arizona 

station {or for another one of the equivalent nature chosen by the 

Institute of Atmospheric Physics) one year of data from the current 

period beginning with July, 1948. As the back punching proceeds, the 

roughly eight years of current Arizona punchcards contained in the Ashe-
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ville files are rather quickly committed by this exchange procedure, and 

all further back punching of Arizona data serves, effectively, to build up 

future credit with the National Weather Records Center such that for a 

number of years duplicate cards will be sent to the Institute of Atmos

pheric Physics to repay the latter group for its total contribution to the 

punchcard resources of the Weather Bureau. Such an arrangement is clearly 

of strong mutual advantage both to the state of Arizona and to the federal 

government, since each will find an increasingly larger amount of climatic 

data at its disposal for efficient, automatic analysis by punchcard methods. 

At the present time there are in the state of Arizona approximately 

300 climatological cooperative observing stations each of which reports 

temperature and precipitation data on a daily. bas1·s. Some of these stations 

have been maintained for many decades, others have been in existence for 

only a matter of a few years. Since for most climatic elements a record 

of at least 30 years is required to obtain anyting resembling stable sta

tistical properties of the record, it was decided at the outset of the 

present program to limit the initial phase of the work to the punching 

of just those Arizona stations whose precipitation records by the end of 

calendar 1955 would be 30 years or more in length. A total of 88 such 

stations exists, and these comprise, in all, over 3000 station-years of 

record. Well over a million cards must be punched before this phase of 

the program is completed. It is estimated that, at the present punching 

rates, this job will be completed by about the middle of 1957. Well 

ahead of the date of completion of the punching work itself, analysis of 

many of the climatic problems of importance will have been begun. 
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In addition to punching all of the 88 Arizona cooperative station 

records of length in excess of 30 years, present plans also call for 

punching two additional classes of records: .Supplementary Arizona station 

records of length 15 to 29 years as of December, 1955 needed for certain 

hydrometeorological studies in the Salt River and Gila River Basins, and 

four New Mexico long-term records needed for comparison purposes in 

examining on larger geographical scale some of the climatic phenomena 

of basic interest in the Institute program. These two classes of records 

comprise roughly 400 station-years of data in addition to the approximately 

3000 station-years of data from .Arizona stations with records of 30 years 

or longer. 

In figure 1 (found at the end of this section) is shown the geo

graphical distribution of the Arizona cooperative stations whose records 

are to be punched, Solid circles indicate stations whose complete records 

had been punched as of November 15, 1955. In Table I (pp 8-11) is a list 

of all of these stations arranged by counties, showing station index 

number, station elevation (1955) and lengths of temperature and precipi

tation records. It will be seen that some sta.tj.ons chosen because their 

precipitation records exceeded 30 years have only short temperature records, 

and in some cases no temperature record at all, Our basic interest has 

been centered around Arizona's precipitation characteristics, hence tM.s 

basis of selection. In Table 2 (p. 12) is a list of the supplementary 

stations in the Salt and Gila Basins. 

The overall program of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, only one 

portion of which is constituted by the pm1chcard work, concerns basic studies 

of all aspects of the weather and climate of .Arizona and of the entire 
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southwestern United States. Particular attention is being given in this 

research program to problems concerned with the role of the atmosphere in 

the water economy of this arid region. ..Numerous research questions, posed 

by other Institute studies, will be answerable or will at least be very 

helpfully illuminated by the use of punchcard analysis techniques. Where

as certain portions of the overall program are supported by funds from 

the Sloan Foundation and from the National Science Foundation, it is to 

be pointed out that the entire cost of the punchcard work described here 

is being borne by state (University) funds. 

During the past year, as the punchcard work has progressed, Institute 

staff members have grown increasingly aware of the very great desirability 

of having available for automatic analysis not only the cooperative sta

tion records but also the shorter but much more complete records of the 

so-called first-order u. s. Weather Bureau stations within the state. In 

addition, need has arisen to obtain the solar radiation data for Phoenix, 

Arizona and for at least one other station outside the state. At the 

present time arrangements are being made to have this type of data 

punched at the National Weather Records Center at the expense of the 

Institute of Atmospheric Physics. As will be seen below, availability of 

these additional types of data in punchcard form considerably enhanced 

the value of the cooperative station cards themselves. A number of 

problems of basic importance can only be analyzed with the aid of the 

types of reports to be found in·tbe first-order station records. 
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'11he general object:i.ves of this entire program, as now conceived, bear 

not only on the atmospheric physical researches of the Institute but also 

on a number of practical problems of great importance in allied fields 

such as agriculture, hydrology, industry, and commerce. Specific examples 

of some of the projected statistical analyses in each of these fields will 

be cited below in the third section. 

It is desired to express here the Institute's gratitude for the 

excellent cooperation it has 'been afforded by Weather Bureau personnel 

at all levels. Particular thanks are due Mr. L. R, Jurwitz, Meteorologist 

in Charge, USWB Phoenix, Dr. G. L. Barger, Regional Climatologist, Iowa 

State College, and the personnel of both the National Weather Records 

Center and the San Francisco Weather Records Processing Center. Their 

continued good will and close cooperation has greatly accelerated the 

work performed during the past yeai·. Valuable assistance has also been 

rendered this program by representatives of the International Business 

Machines Corporation. 
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Table l. Weather Bureau Cooperative Stations whose records will 
be transferred to punchcards by University of Arizona. Stations chosen 
include all whose precipitation records will be 30 years or greater in 
length by December 31, 1955. 

Eleva- Record 
County Station Index tion Ppn. Temp. 

No. (ft) (yrs) (yrs) 

Apache Chinle ' 1634 5538 36 34 
Sa.int Johns 7435 5560 37 34 
Springerville 8162 6964 40 30 

Cochise *Apache Powder Co. 0309 3690 33 13 
Benson 0680 3585 62 61 
Bisbee 0768 5350 61 56 

*Bowie 0958 3756 57 38 
Cochise Power House 1870 4180 31 23 
Douglas Smelter 2669 3973 51 51 
Fairbank 2902 3862 39 
Leslie Canyon 4864 4461 37 
Paradise 6242W 32 
Portal 6706 5000 30 9 
Rucker Canyon 7334 5600 43 
San Simon 7560 3608 52 32 
Tombstone 8619 4540 46 43 
Willcox 9334 4200 64 61 

Coconino Flagstaff WB Airport 3010 6993 60 56 
Fort Valley 3160 7347 44 44 
Grand Canyon HQ 3591 6890 45 32 
Tuba City 8792 4936 41 29 
Williams 9359 6750 46 47 

*Station whose records have been punched up to the present date (November 
15, 1955). 
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Eleva- Record 
Co1.mty Station Index tion Ppn. Temp. 

No. (ft) (yrs) (yrs) 

Gila Globe 3498 3540 51 48 
Intake 4345 2220 40 
Miami 5512 3603 41 37 
Natural Bridge 5825 4607 63 37 
Payson Ranger station 6320 4906 46 22 
Reno Ranger Station 7081 2350 33 13 
Roosevelt 7281 2200 48 42 
Young 9622 5100 32 

Graham Fort Grant 3110 4851 52 33 
8afford 7388 2900 45 37 

Greenlee -IHl-filue 0855w 28 
*Clifton 1849 3465 63 45 

Maricopa *Aguila 0060 2280 31 20 
*Buckeye 1026 888 58 51 

Gila Bend 3393 737 51 31 
Goulds Ranch 3573 1195 32 29 

*Granite Reef Dam 3621 1325 63 32 
*Litchfield Park 4977 1030 40 40 
·Marinette 5282 1150 39 
*Mesa Experimental. Farm 5467 1225 60 55 
Mormon Fla.t 5700 1715 34 31 
Phoenix Post Office 6486 1083 59 59 

*Tempe 8489 1159 31 31 
*Tempe Vegetable Fa.rm 8494 1165 52 
Wickenburg 9287 2070 47 44 

*Station whose records have been p1.mched up to the :present date (November 
15, 1955). 

-IHl-filue's record, though only 28 years in length, was chosen for its critical 
. -location. 
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Eleva- Record 
County Station Index tion Ppn. Temp. 

No. (ft) {yrs) {yrs) 

Mohave Kingman 4639 3333 45 34 
Mount Trumbull 5744 5600 40 

Navajo Holbrook 4089 5069 59 55 
Pine Dale 6581 6500 38 29 
Snowflake 8012 5644 45 39 
Winslow WB Airport 9439 488o 43 45 

Pima *Ajo 0080 1763 43 1~3 
Santa Rita Exp. Station 7726 4300 32 31 

~cson Univ. of Arizona 8815 2423 63 62 

Pinal *Casa Grande 1306 1390 58 54 
*Casa Grande Ruins 1314 1419 36 33 
Dudleyville 2730w 32 
Florence 3027 1500 46 45 
Maricopa 5274 1242 56 42 

*Oracle 4 SE 6119 4370 63 39 
Pinal Ranch 6561 4520 61 
Red Rock 7058 1858 29 
Sacaton 7370 1280 45 45 
Superior 8348 2995 3!~ 

*Station whose records have been punched up to the present date (November 
15, 1955). 
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Eleva- Record 
County Station Index tion Ppn • . Temp. 

No. (ft) (yrs) {yrs.) 

Santa Cruz Canelo Ranger Station 1231 5000 40 9 
Elgin 2797 4780 39 
Nogales 5921 3800 41 39 
.Patagonia 6280 4044 32 
Ruby 4 NW 7326 3975 30 
San Rafael Ranch 7555 4741 30 4 

Yavapai Ash Fork 0482 5140 39 36 
Bagdad 2 E 0586 3750 30 24 
Cedar Glade 1419 4650 34 
Childs 1614 2650 32 27 
Crown King 2329 6000 29 
Jerome 4453 5245 52 46 
Prescott 6796 5354 77 78 
Seligman 7716 5219 33 30 
Walnut Creek 9158 5090 34 3 
Walnut Grove 9166 3764 53 
Yaeger Canyon 9572 6000 31 

Yuma 

Yuma Parker 6250 425 53 42 
Salome 7460 1700 45 42 
Yuma Citrus Station 9G52 191 32 34 
Yuma 9G62 138 84 69 
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Table 2. Weather Bureau Cooperative Stations wi.th precipitation records of 
from 15 to 29 yea.rs length as of December, 1955. These stations• records are 
being transferred to punchcards as part of a hydrometeorologic study of the 
Salt and Gila Basins. In addition to the following, complete records for two 
New Mexico stations in the upper Gila drainage, Ft. Bayard and Reserve Ranger 
Station, will be put on punchcards. 

County 

Apache 

Coconino 

Navajo 

Gila. 

Greenlee 

Maricopa. 

Yavapai 

Station 

Alpine 
McNary 
Williams Creek Fish 

Hatchery 

Long Valley Ranger Sta-

Elevation 
Index (ft) 
No. 

0159 
5412 

9367 

8000 
7280 

6900 

tion 5054 
Mormon Lake Ranger Sta-

tion 
Wallace Ranger Station 

Cibecue 
Whiteriver 

Gisela 
Indian Gardens 
Sierra Ancha 

Duncan 
Eagle Creek 

Bartlett Dam 

Fossil Springs 
Montezuma. Castle Nation

al Monument 
Sycamore Ranger Station 

5708 
9150 

1749 
9271 

3448 
4307 
7876 

2754 
2779 

0632 

3185 

5635 
8391 

1000 
7006 

5300 
5280 

2900 
5440 
5100 

3642 
5100 

1650 

4269 

3180 
4000 

Record 
Ppn. Temp. 
(yrs) (yrs) 

28 
18 

15 

17 

15 
17 

22 
15 

28 
17 
19 

16 
24 

16 

21 

17 
26 

8 
17 

7 

16 
15 

20 

9 

15 

17 
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II. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS DURING PAST YFAR.* 

A. Staff. At the present time a total of six persons devote their full
time effort to the Institute•s punchcard program. Direct supervision of all 
of the work is the responsibility of Mr. Robert B. DesJardins, staff meteor
ologist. Mrs. Joan P. Delaney acts as IBM supervisor, and editing, punching 
and verifying are performed by Misa Celia R. Davis, Mrs. Mildred A. McKaig, 
Miss F. Cecile Gibbons, and Mrs. Gwendolyn Moore. General cognizance of the 
program is maintained by Dr. James E. McDonald, particularly with respect to 
the relation between the IBM program and the other portions of the Institute 
research program. 

For the information of those readers of this report who may be concerned 
with the type of personnel resources demanded in initiating a university
Weather Bureau punchcard program it will be pertinent to describe briefly the 
extent of previous IBM experience ot the Institute staff members working on 
the punchcard program. In general, the point to be emphasized is that really 
extensive past experience seems not indispensable. 

Dr. McDonald, who was responsible for the earliest planning phases of the 
present program had sufficient contact with IBM puncbcard techniques in cer• 
tain wartime work that the rationale of the IBM methods were familiar to him, 
but he had no experience in wiring any machines nor any in detailed planning 
of an integrated operation. 

Mr. DesJardins, who now devotes fulltime effort to supervising the IBM 
program had no previous experience of any sort with IBM techniques yet by 
systematic study of standard IBM operating and wiring manuals has succeeded in 
gaining an excellent knowledge of wiring and processing methods needed for the 
present type of program. Although IBM short-courses on the West Coast have 
been held during the period in wh:l.ch Mr. DesJardins has been gaining experience, 
he has attended none of these so it is not known whether substantial gains 
would have come from participating in one of the IBM schools. 

* Section II of this report has been written with two objectives in mind: 
First, to summarize work done, and second to provide fairly detailed infor
mation on typical problems which future university-Weather Bureau coopera
tive programs are likely to encounter. At the beginning of the present pro
gram, a limited amount of such information was available (chiefly from the 
Iowa and South Dakota Programs), but much more information could have been 
used. Average card-processing rates,--mM machine types, optimal processing 
schemes, etc., are items about which any university project needs extensive 
information. It is very strongly recommended that a detailed manual be drawn 
up by some apRropriate sroup within the Weather Bureau in order to bring to
gether in one place all of this information. An inefficiently large amount 
of correspondence had to be carried on during the first portion of this re
porting period before many indispensable bits of information, even including 
punching procedures, were gathered together. In an effort to fill at least 
temporarily a small part of this gap, Section II has been written with these 
information needs in mind. Copies of this report will be available to any 
universities undertaking punchcard programs in the near future, and it is 
hoped that Section II may prove useful to such universities until the time 
when a more comprehenai ve manual may be prepared. 
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Mrs. Delaney, IBM supervisor, has had approximately eight years experience 
in commercial IBM work, including tabulator wiring. Her assistance during 
early planning phases was very valuable in view of lack of detailed experience 
on the part of other Institute staff members. She has handled all tabulator 
wiring problems up to the present time, whereas Mr. DesJardins has concentrated 
on gaining familiarity with the calculator punch. 

Mrs. Moore has had several years experience including punching and tabula
tor wiring. None of the other IBM operators had previous punching experience, 
and have hence developed punching skills on their present jobs. Information 
will be given below on rates of increase of punching speed for typical cases 
of operators with no previous experience since this was an unknown factor in 
early planning of this program and may be of interest to other groups in their 
own planning. 

It is the view of the Institute IBM group that, although participation 
of persons with previous IBM experience is highly desirable in undertakings 
such as the present one, it ought not be regarded by prospective Weather 
Bureau cooperators as indispensable. Of prime importance, however, seems to 
be the availability of :f'ulltime effort of a trained meteorologist who is will
ing and able to assume the responsibility of learning the many details of 
board-wiring and machine operation. The experience of Mr. DesJardine, who 
he.a assumed that responsibility in this program, shows clearly that unless 
one person equally familiar with the climatological problems and the IBM 
potentialities is devoting major effort to these matters, many opportunities 
to increase the efficiency of getting useful climatological answers from 
available card and machine resources could be lost. It would seem to be 
easier to develop such a key staff member by asking a trained meteorologist 
to become expert in IBM methods than to ask a trained IBM operator to become 
expert in meteorological and climatological principles. 

B. Equipment and facilities. The first two pieces of IBM equipment, one 
Type 016 key punch and one Type 052 verifier, were received at the Institute 
in March, 1955. Prior to that time, the only active phase of the program was 
editing of Form 1009's. An additional key punch and an additional verifier 
were delivered on August 15, 1955. 

A great deal of careful consideration was given early in 1955 to the 
problem of which of the many types of IBM processing equipment were best suited 
to the needs of a program such as this one. Exploration of the possibility of 
sharing time on equipment with the Office of the Registrar of the University 
revealed that the requirements for machine types and the demands for machine 
time of the two groups were incompatible with any time-sharing scheme. In 
particular, the Institute needed only a numeric tabulator while the Registrar 
needed an alphameric machine, and the substantially greater card-processing 
rate of the purely numeric tabulators were found to be better exploited by 
not considering joint use of an alphameric tabulator. 

The variety of available combinations of basic machine types plus optional 
accessories in the case of the tabulators and calculator punches poses a 
problem of judicious selection. This problem is rendered even more complex 
when a careful effort is made to plan a program of acquisition of IBM equip
ment that will nicely match the basic card-punching rates inherent in the 
staff and equipment resources for punching. It is strongly urged that the 
Weather Bureau attempt to draw upon the background of its IBM staff to prepare 
some kind of systematic discussion of these machine-selection problems for 
use of cooperating universities. At the start of a cooperative program, such 
information from experienced groups would be invaluable, juding from the 
planning problems encountered in the present program. 
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The basic problem in selecting.IBM equipment is, of course, that of 
maximizing versatility at minimum rental cost. Minimum rental cost, however, 
must be interpreted as total rental cost over the lifetime of the project, 
since it must be considered possible that by paying a slightly greater rental 
for one item than for another less versatile, the total time required for 
completion of a given job will be reduced more than enough to offset higher 
monthly rentals. To realize such economies it is clearly essential that the 
higher card-processing rates of the faster model be supported by such other 
equipment and punching rates that no wasted time shall develop on the faster 
model as a result of outrunning the rest of the process. The latter situation 
has arisen, temporarily, in the last month's work on this project as a con
sequence of the high card rate of our tabulator but was not occasioned by 
failure to plan initially for compatibility of processing rates in all stages 
but rather resulted from subsequent development of a method for securing one 
class of frequency-of-occurrence statistics that uses relatively more time 
on the calculator punc~ and considerably less on the tabulator. This temporary 
mismatch of processing rates happens, thus, to be associated with a change of 
procedure that yielded a substantial net increase of efficiency; but the basic 
point to be emphasized here is that initial selection of IBM equipment must be 
made with this principle of rate compatibility clearly in mind. This necessity 
makes it highly desirable that a newly established cooperative program have 
at its disposal a large amount of information not now readily available. To 
our knowledge there does not exist any organized discussion of alternative IBM 
techniques for securing the basic climatological statistics cooperators must 
almost uniformly wish to obtain, yet knowledge of such techniques forms the 
indispensable basis of any cost-saving selection of IBM equipment at the start 
of a program. That is, here as in a number of other steps in the organization 
of a cooperative punchcard project, there is pressing need for more informa
tion. 

The equipment selected for the present program appears, on the basis of 
a number of months' experience, to have been properly chosen for the require
ments of the program, with the single qualification that subsequent purchase 
of certain accessory items (pilot selecters) for the calculator punch became 
necessary when Mr, DesJardins developed an unanticipated method of using that 
machine for determination of occurrence frequencies of extremal values. The 
types of keypunches and verifiers chosen were selected for low rental rate and 
not high inherent speeds, since it was anticipated (correctly) that punching 
from original Form 1009 1s could never be done at the speeds attainable in 
many types of IBM punching operations. The Type 514 reproducer was not a 
difficult choice since no great variety of available alternatives is present 
to complicate selection. The choice of a tabulator was rather more difficult 
in that many models with a number of optional accessories are available. 
Choice narrowed down to the Type 402 and the 419 purely numeric tabulator when 
considerations of cost, versatility, and possibility of time-sharing with 
other University activities had been accounted for. The initial planning 
estimates of card-processing rates in interrelated links in the whole chain 
of IBM operations indicated that the Type 419 would seem to have the advantage 
by virtue of its higher listing rate as compared with the 402. Two accessories 
were ordered on the 419: a single digit-selector {needed for computing via the 
tabulator the durations of runs of days with temperatures and/or precipitations 
above or below certain specified levels), and a form-feed tractor (an obvious 
requirement when folded forms rather than rolls are used). It may be noted, 
parenthetically, that it was thought that the single digit-selector would 
also be needed in the originally projected use of the tabulator in occurrence
frequency compilations. In fact, however, transfer of this operation to the 
calculator punch has nullified this function of the accessory. Turning, finally, 
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to the calculator punch, it may be noted that no serious consideration was ever 
given to Type 604 or more elaborate electronic models, since they are not only 
substantially more expensive but are in fact too fast for compatibility with 
other rates in a program such as the present. Since, except for the 602 cal
culator punch which is no longer a current production model, the 602A is the 
slowest such equipment, selection was essentially a matter of choosing accessory 
items. Initially the seven pilot selectors that are basic components of the 
602A were regarded as sufficient, but five accessory pilot selectors were 
ordered later in order to extend the capacity of the 602A for performing occur
rence-frequency computations. (One pilot selecter is needed for each occur
rence-frequency being counted by the method we have employed.) As a final 
comment on the calculator punch it should be pointed out that it is now realized 
much more clearly than it was at the start that we had far too little informa
tion about the capabilities of the 602A when we were drawing up equikment plans. 
Experience in using it has revealed a degree of versatility not evident when 
this model was ordered. Of course, recognition of this versatility has come 
only from the detailed analysis of wiring problems by a person {DesJardiils) 
intimately familiar with the climatic problems and willing to devote careful 
attention to exploring machine potentialities. 

Present plans for extending our Il3M facilities are closely related to 
our timetable of analysis operations. As has been pointed out above, it has 
been planned from the start that all possible tabulations involving card decks 
in chronological order should be performed before turning to any other class of 
tabulations or analyses, in order to put off as long as possible the period 
when we must pay rent on a sorter and a collator. Estimates based upon project
ing card-punching rates into calendar 1956 indicated that we should want to 
have these two machines available by about the spring of 1956. Consequently, 
orders have recently been placed for a Type 075 sorter and a Type 077 collator. 
The 075 sorter is the only sorter that has the card-counting feature so useful 
in climatic studies, so choice was simple in its case. The selection of the 
077 collator was even simpler in that, aside from minor optional accessories 
available, there is only this one If:M collator. 

When the sorter and collator have been received, the IBM facilities will 
be complete and the analysis phase of the program will be in full operation. 
The schedule is planned in such a way as to begin detailed analyses as soon as 
sufficient backlog of cards exists to assure (within planning accuracy) that 
the whole array of analysis equipment will be kept in fulltime operation. This 
point, we estimate, will occur well ahead of actual completion of pU11ching 
operations, hence card-punching will still be in process when detailed analysis 
is being begun. 

c. Editing and card-punching operations. 

The first step in the routine adopted in the present punching program 
consists in the editing of the Form WB 1009 1s. Of interest, at the start, 
are the results of several studies of Form 1009 error frequencies which were 
made at the beginning of this program. Results of these studies are reported 
here for their potential use to other university groups undertaking similar 
studies since availability of a few such error-frequency summaries in the pub
lished reports of other universities cooperating on a similar basis with the 
Weather Bureau proved valuable in the initial planning phases of the present 
program. 
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From twenty randomly selected stations, a total of 240 Form 1009 1s were 
checked for errors in their entries in the monthly summary sections of those 
forms. Only six errors of any kind were found in this entire sample, a very 
low error rate in view of the number of elements comprising each monthly 
summary. It should be pointed out that most, though not all, 1009•0 have 
been previously checked by the Phoenix Weather Bureau office, eo the error 
frequency found 1J the above sample reflects the efficacy of the Phoenix 
editing. 

In another sample of 7300 daily entries in randomly chosen station 
records, agreement was checked between individual daily entries in the 
"Miscellaneous phenomena" column (old 1009 forms) and summary entries in 
the "Dates of" and "Remarks" sections. Only 11 discrepancies were noted in 
this large sample made early in the editing work. More recent, but untabulat
ed, experience of the editors leads the latter to believe that this is a 
substantial underestimate of the overall frequency of occurrence of such 
discrepancies. Furthermore, it is quite clear that there exists a large de
gree of variability in the practices of past cooperative observers in entering 
"Miscellaneous phenomena.", since some records will go along for decades with 
no "Strong winds" or "Thunderstorms" reported whereas nearby stations may have 
many such entries in the same period. It appears that hail and fog mai be 
more uniformly handled by moat observers, but in general the usefulness of 
this one portion of the 1009 data is seriously in doubt. (The current form of 
the WB 1009, with its labelled boxes for simply checking off ea.ch of six 
types of special whether phenomena is almost certainly a superior form in 
this respect.) It seems regrettable that this class of 1009 information 
is not of better intrinsic quality since our editing experience ha.a shown 
that persons doing the editing take longer to learn how to process the 
"Miscellaneous phenomena." data than to learn how to handle any other pa.rt of 
the editing job. In particular, lack of standardized terminology in describing 
"Miscellaneous phenomena." (e.g., use of "high winds", "strong winds", "windy", 
"breezy", etc.) in old l009's makes their editing, punching, and ultimate 
analysis very confusing. The more recent 1009*s contain few such difficulties, 
it should be emphasized. 

In another error-frequency count the accuracy with which the monthly 
precipitation totals have been computed on the original l009's was checked. 
Only 1 error :ln a total of 1836 station-months of data in the randomly 
selected records was found. The same records contained a total of 2256 station
months of temperature data and a total of 37 addition errors in monthly sums 
were found. In only 5 of these, did the error of the monthly sum exceed 
100 F0 

Although all of the above-mentioned sampling tests showed that the density 
of errors in the 1009 1s is low, it has been decided that routine editing and 
checking should be planned in such a way as to check for every one of those 
types of errors as well as for a number of other types of discrepancies 
relating to editing or punching rules. 

At no place in the development of the present punchcard program was 
there more apEarent ~d for a detailed manual of procedure for cooperative 
projects than }n our efforts to gather together all of the Weather Bureau's 
rules for~ing and punching l009's. In fa.ct, whether we do have all such 
rules is doubtful since at least one minor question for which we have sought 
an answer has never been clearly settled. That a total of some six months of 
intermittent correspondence (with Bureau personnel whose patience we gratefully 
acknowledge) should have been required to piece together the details of the 
punching procedure seems wholly unnecessary yet it took that long before all 
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of the mny major and minor points had been clarified. This has had the 
unfortunate consequence that a. not insignificant portion of the first part 
of our punching has had to be redone at a time when certain procedural 
points were finally settled after several exchanges of correspondence. An 
extreme case in point centered around an extended effort to pin down the 
rules for hand.ling the "precipitation on subsequent day" X-punch; but 
correspondence with a number of persons and offices was also required to 
ascertain rules for handling missing maximum and minimum temperatures (10-
day rule), clarifying the "observational day" versus "24-hour period" basis 
in entering and punching maximum monthly rainfall, and determining ivvariety 
of minor rules on X-punching to indicate special situations. It would seem to 
be a relative simple matter for someone intimately familiar with all of these 
admittedly involved rules to write up a detailed section of a cooperators' 
manual covering these problems. It was not possible to obtain all needed 
information from the several partial lists of procedural rules which we 
were able to obtain from Burea\l sources. 

In Appendix A is a list of the editing rules now in use on this project 
and in Appendix Bis a similar list of punching rules. Still being prepared 
is a list of rules for handling monthly summary cards. The lists shown in the 
Appendix are not suggested as complete models for use by new cooperative pro
jects since they are too abbreviated to cover clearly all of the innumerable 
small points that arise in day-to-day work. Moat of those small points are 
handled by referring the questions directly to the supervisor who must then 
have a considerably more extensive knowledge of these mttere than is implied 
in the basic rules reproduced in the Appendix. 

Under present procedure, each complete station record 
when edited is turned over to the IBM supervisor for an addition-
al check on the correctness of the editing of "days with subsequent precipita
tion." This step proved indispensable at an earlier stage than the present, 
because we had not obtained full clarification on the editing and punching 
rules connected with the "days with subsequent precipitation" problem, and 
a careful check had to be ma.de for some time after the operators were given 
revised rules on handling this point.* In addition, experience has shown 
that even when the correct rules were ascertained, IBM opera.tors have enough 
difficulty with this point(for A.M. observers• records) that an extra check 
is warranted. It is anticipated, however, that the necessity for this post
editing check will soon disappear in view of the present rate of decrease of 
mishandled cases. 

At the same time that the supervisor makes the post-editing check just 
described, several other checks are made at the present time to insure proper 
handling of several other troublesome editing problems. These include a check 
to be certain that occurrence of hail is always accompanied by a Tin the 
snowfall column, a check on the several possible ways in which old records 
can be mishandled with respect to "Miscellaneous phenomena" entries, a check 
to be sure that 10091a stamped "not original data" or "interpolated from 

* Ji'or approximately two months of our early punching period, we were following 
the practice of using the "accumulation punch" indicators for all cases 
wherein A.M. observers logged time of rain on one day but amount of rain on 
the following day (i.e., all cases of afternoon or nighttime rain measured 
the following A.M.). That the accumulation punch is not to be so used 
should be made clear by specific examples in any manualfor cooperators 
that may be prepared. 
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surrounding stations", etc., have not been accepted for punching, and that 
1009 1s bearing observers' comment relative to suspicion ot instrumental error 
are not accepted for punching. Experience is showing that these checks a.re 
growing steadily less necessary, for the IBM operators are becoming familiar 
with these questions of ba•sic significance of the data, but for the present 
we are continuing to check for such points, 

With completion of the above post-editing checks, the 1009's are given 
to a keypunch operator for punching of both daily and monthly summary cards. 
See Appendix B for rules employed in punching daily cards. 

The problem of punching monthly summary cards has been a knotty one. 
Experience has shown tba.t roughly one-fourth as much time is required for 
a keypunch operator to do one monthly summary card from a 1009 as to do all 
30 or 31 daily cards for the same month. Because of this bottleneck imposed 
by summary cards it was initially promising to learn that we could obtain 
all of the Arizona monthly summary cards from NWRC for the period 1931 to 
present, since those cards had been prepe.~ed at Asheville for the supplement 
to Bulletin w. After those decks were supplied to this project they began 
to be incorporated into our system. However, upon me.king a detailed compari
son between these cards and corresponding summary cards -which we had already 
punched, so many small discrepancies were found between the punching rules 
we had gleaned from our extended correspondence and the rules which had 
apparently been followed in the punching of the 1931-50 monthly summary cards 
tba.t it has been decided, unfortunately, to discard all of the latter cards 
and punch all of the monthly summaries over again. By way of illustration of 
some of these minor discrepancies it may be noted that the Bulletin W summary 
cards showed monthly mean temperatures even when more than ten days of a given 
month were missing; there were no X-punches to show complete absence of temper
ature records for given months, the manner of handling "re.in on subsequent 
day" was inconsistent with the rule we finally had accepted as standard; there 
were no "T" indicators in the snow column for cases of hail or snow; and there 
were no X-punches to reveal complete absence of any snowfall (a.a in a summer 
month) whereas our correspondence had yielded the rule that no X-puach in the 
snowfall column is always to indicate missing data while zero observed snowfall 
is to be indicated with appropriate X-punching, and the.· summary cards often : 
(but not always) showed highest and lowest monthly temperatures for months 
when a large number of daily temperature observations were missing. (The last 
situation is the problem for which we have not yet secured an unequivocal 
answer as to what is accepted practice, so we .are not entirely sure that in 
this instance the Bulletin W cards can be regarded as discrepant.) It is to 
be noted that none of the above discrepancies in any important way influence 
the accuracy of the figures recently published in the Arizona ,supplement to 
Bulletin w. It is presumed that as an economy measure, those summary cards 
were not fully edited to eliminate these minor discrepancies. 

Experience in the present program has shown that it is wise to inter
sperse editing work with punching work (assuming, as true here, that the same 
persons who punch also edit 1009's) rather than to have any one person editing 
data continuously, for the editing process is very tedious and accuracy has 
been found to fall off if performed for too long a period on a continuous basis. 
In general, the editing is done in such a way that no one edits continuously 
for longer t:ha.n about two or three days at a time. This is accomplished by a 
practice of editing each station's record immediately prior to punching that 
record. It has been found that persons with no previous meteorological train
ing can, following appropriate instruction, edit 1009's at a rate of appro~i
mately 15 to 20 station-years per day. As has be.en pointed out earlier, the 
most difficult part of the initial in~~r~tion concerned editing of the "Mis
cellaneous phenomena." section of the ·old 1orni lbC9 1s. Our exp_ertence also 
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indicates that some editing difficulty centers about the problem of distinguishing 
between "greatest 24-hr rainfall amount" and "greatest rainfall in any observa
tional day"., although our particular difficulties herein were closely associated 
with the difficulty that on early printings of' WB Form 1009, there was a blank 
only for "greatest 24-hr rajnfall amount". This led to confusion until our 
correspondence had clarified the point. A nearly identical situation was 
associated with the subtleths of handling "precipitation on subsequent day" 
questions, and again on handling the records of' A,M.-report:Lng stations. Had 
definite instructions been a~ailable from the start, editing of these items 
would have been much less trcublesome, yet it remains true that non-meteoro-· 
logically trained personnel eacounter difficulty with the above points even 
when the rules are clearly specifiable. 

A matter on which any cooperative punchcard project needs information for 
planning purposes is that of a,,erage punching rates. The rate_ of punching 
depends considerably upon the legibility of the original 1009 records and the 
latter vary widely from observer to observer. Punching rates for one operator 
have ranged from one station-year per workday to seven years per day (daily 
plus monthly summary cards) as a consequence of legibility variations. Inex
perienced operators (trained on the job by an experienced operator) require about 
one month's experience to reach an average speed of 3 station-years per day. 
Additional experience raises speed more slowly to an average punching speed of 
about 4 station-years per day., Judging from experience of the past half-year. 
In figure 2 is shown a scattergram of punching rates versus length of experience 
based on records kept during the past years. The solid curve has been sketched 
in as a visual fit to this data to suggest the trend of this particular learn
ing curve. The wide scatter of points reflects operator skill differences to 
some extent but 1009 legibility differences to a much greater extent. Although 
experienced operators will punch faster than inexperienced operators during the 
first two months, both have seemed to approach the rate of four station-years 
per day after a few months indicating that the degree of care required in 
properly reading out information from the 1009 1s prohibits extremely rapid 
punching and that speeds of about five or six station-years per day may be an 
upper limit even after cons:i.derable experience. 

Under the system employed in the present program, where the same persons 
edit., punch, and perform certain post-punching correction operations (in addition 
to verification itself ) our two punches and two verifiers are now averaging a 
combined output of 6.4 station-years per day including all the steps of editing, 
punching, verification, and making final corrections. Considering salary costs 
for those persons directly concerned with these operations plus IB?1 rental costs 
for just the keypunch and verifer equipment used in this phase of the work, our 
present processing costs equal 1.6 cents per card., a figure in keeping with the 
cost estimates given in the Weather Bureau's "Brief guide to u.s. Weather Bureau
state university cooperative climatological projects". 

Decision to punch all Arizona monthly summary cards rather than use the 
1931-50 decks employed Iii"""the NWRC supplement to Bulletin W commits. a substantial 
amount of punching time if done by our present manual means si.nce experience has 
demonstrated that about one-fourth of our total punching time is spent on just 
these summary cards. However, because we are now seeking an operation to use an 
available block of our tabulator time, and because we believe we have a way to 
summary-punch monthlies (at least in part) without benefit of a sorter and a 
collator, it seems likely that we shall generate the monthly summary cards auto
matically in the near future, thus speeding up our punchi11g rate considerabl;')'. 
Even if this solution cannot be worked out we shall still punch all summary cards, 
including the repunching of 1930-50 Bulletin W cards. 
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Figure 2. Scattergram of punching rate vs. punching experience. Each plotted 
point represents one five-day average ( computed every fifth day) of the 
number of station-years punched per workday by previously inexperi
enced IBM keypunch operators. Both daily and monthly summary card 
punching is involved here. Scatter of the points is primarily due to 
variability in legibility of WB Form 1009 entries made by original 
observer. The II I earning-rate II curve was on I y fitted vi sua 11 y to these 
plotted points. 
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During the first year of this program a total of 600 station years of 
Arizona climatoloc;ical records have been transferred to punchcards (see 
figure 1 and Table l for locations and names of stations now punched). This 
constitutes approximately ZO~ of the initial goal of about 3000 station-years of 
Arizona records. It is to be noted clearly that this does not at all imply 
an effective rate of 600 station~yea.rs per twelve months of punching under 
present arrangements, for during most of the past year punching progress 
was well under the present rate. It is estimated that the punching of 
the initial. 3000 station-years will be completed by about the middle of 1957 
at the present rate. This date can be advanced somewhat if automatic 
methods for generating monthly s\.unmary cards can be worlted out utilizing 
available IBM equipment. Approx1mately four additional months of punching, 
at present rates, will be needed to complete the supplementary 15-29 years 
records and New Mexico stations. 

D. Punchcard decks to be purchased from the National Weather Records 
Center. 

For reasons associated with other parts of the Institute research pro
gram, it has been found highly desirable to supplement the cooperative 
station records with those for Arizona's six first-order Weather Bureau 
stations making regular hourly observations not only of temperature and 
precipitation, but also of such elements as relative humidity, visibility, 
cloud type and amount, wind speed and direction, and pressure. At the 
present time correspondence is being carried on with the NWRC to initiate 
action in securing reproduced decks of all hourlies since 1948 for all 
Arizona first-order stations. These include Tucson, Thoenix, Yuma, Winslow, 
Flagstaff, and Prescott. 

Solar radiation measurements have been made at the Phoenix Weather 
Bureau office since May of 1951. These data are already in punchcard form 
at Asheville and will be purchased directly by the Institute. It is also 
planned that the same type of solar radiation data will be obtained for the 
Albuquerque, New Mexico Weather Bureau station. These cards are needed 
for a number of studies of variability of solar radiation amounts, of runs 
of days with radiation in excess of or less than a given amount, and 
other studies of value in solar utilization work. 

Although no immediate plans have been made to obtain the Tucson and 
Phoenix radiosonde and rawin observations in punchcard form, it is quite 
likely that contemplated studies in water vapor flow aloft will necessitate 
securing those decks of cards at an early date. 

As a consequence of certain unanticipated but extremely valuable 
applications of the IBM calculator punch to computations of certain trigo
nometric quantities needed in the analysis of photogrammetric problems in 
cloud studies, it was realized that it would be highly advantageous to have 
available certain key decks of cards containing the principal trigonometric 
functions and other elementary mathematical functions. Through the coopera
tion of the IB.M Analysis Center in Los Angeles, California, steps are being 
taken to obtain such decks for future needs. It is usually possible to 
obtain these decks of mathematical functions at a cost equal only to that 
of the card stock itself, since they have been punched for use in calcula
tions at a number of research installations around the country. The IBM 
Analysis Center has supplied a list of such decks of cards complete with 
names of organizations from which duplicate decks can be obtained. 
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E. Initial card processing work. 

As has been pointed out above, the overall planning of the analysis 
of a wide variety of problems has been carried out in such a way as to per
mit co~pletion of a considerable number of studies without destroying the 
original chronological order in which the cards come from the punching oper
ation. Consequently, all of the processing which has been done thus far 
is confined within those limits, and this restriction on types of card
processing will obtain until the late spring or early summer of 1956 when 
a sorter and collator will be delivered. 

The processing scheme which has been developed during recent months 
is substantially different from that employed in the South Dakota program 
(the only other program for which we have had detailed information). Since, 
however, we have found the description of the South Dakota methods very 
useful in developinc our own methods adapted to our own somewhat different 
0oals, a sl.lliliilary of our routine will be given here for benefit of other 
university cooperative programs. For convenience of reference, successive 
steps will be numbered below, beginning with the editing and punching steps 
already described above in detail: 

1. Editing. All 1009 's for a single station record are edited, as 
described above, as the basic unit of editing worl1:. By alternately editing 
and punchinc; a station record at a time, the tedium that arises from the 
demanding nature of editing is alleviated. 

2. Punching. A keypunch operator next punches all of the daily and 
monthly cards for that station according to methods already described. 

3. Week- and day-numbering. All of the cards in a complete deck for 
a given station are run through the reproducer along with a master deck 
bearing standard Weather Bureau week-numbers and day-numbers in order to 
automatically punch these numbers into the appropriate cards. 

4. Nonthly totaling. After a nunioer of full station records have 
accumulated they are processed by the tabulator after wiring the latter to 
compute and print out monthly totals based upon the daily eards only.* 
(Monthly summary cards are seeregated prior to these runs.) These totals 
are for such items as maximum and minimum temperatures, and precipitation. 
The IBM supervisor visually compares all of these totals with the correspond
ing totals on the original 1009 's. (:Note that this compar:i.son does not,. 

*It is worth noting that the problem of wiring a Type 419 tabulator to yield 
-totals is complicated by the fact that, in climatological work, one wishes 
to use a special symbol ("T") to indicate a trace 0f precipitation. Since 
the 419 is a purely numberic machine this necessitates use of the so-called 
"credit space" of some selected type bar. But inasmuch as the J-1-19 is 
basically designed as an accounting machine, activation of the credit space 
(as in printinc; out a Tin the precipi.tation column) makes the correspond
ing counter go negative and the machine internally subtracts 9 's j_n a way 
that was most difficult to avoid. Space limitations prevent any indication 
of the way in which the associated back-circuit problems were finally over
come by F'.J. and J.P. Delaney, but it would seem to be a problem worth 
citing since the 419 may be selected by future cooperative projects and 
the same difficulty could be confronted. The preferred solution in any 
other group's use of a 419 is very simple: Order at the start a 419 with 
the Ton a separate type bar from any of those employed for printing out 
actual precipitation amounts (i.e., devote a separate column to indication 
of traces of precipj_tation). 
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of itself, constitute a check on the correctness of the monthly summary card. 
This card is checked in a later step, No. 7 below). If any discrepancies are 
present, the supervisor then runs the faulty month's daily cards through the 
tabulator again, butthis time listing all ce.rds. The resultant listing is then 
compared, on day-by-day basis, with the original 1009 to seek the cause of the 
disagreement in totals. In a majority of cases the disagreement has arisen 
from the keypuncher's interpretation of marginally legible entries in the 1009's. 
If the supervisor can resolve the discrepany (by examining whether a marginally 
legfble entry can reasonably be reinterpreted in such a way as to yield the 
observer's orieinal total) then she discards the daily card in question and 
repunches a corrected daily card. If she cannot so resolve a discrepancy she 
decides either that the orieinal 1009 total must be changed (in blue pencil), or 
in certain wholly unresolvable cases that a given daily entry must be simply 
rejected. In the last instance, the supervisor must of course repunch the card 
in questj_on. It is to be noted that this 4th step is necessary, in part, be
cause editing as set up in the present program has not been made to include 
recalculation of monthly totals. The scheme just described has been found 
more efficient, since the tabulator generates monthly totals at a very much 
faster rate than can a person using a desk calculator. This, plus the fact 
that most of the or:i.ginal 1009 totals prove to be correct means that a great 
deal of time is saved by only examining those few totals which the tabulator 
reveals to be discrepant. 

Whenever, in the above check, monthly totals of any of the temperature 
columns are found to be incorrect on the original 1009 1s, a standard notation 
is ma.de on the monthly listing from the tabulator so that the corresponding 
monthly mean temperature values can be corrected on the monthly summary cards 
in question. These card corrections, along with others necessitated by this 
checking process, are made by one of the IBM operators prior to processin3 
cards through the calculator punch. It may be added that error frequency 
counts are kept by the supervisor in order to maintain a clear picture of 
where the greatest difficulty in the 1009 1s lies and where the greatest source 
of editing, punching and verifying trouble lies. Such records are most help
ful in steadily improving the overall quality of the processing of the data. 

5. Calculator-punching. All decks of cards are next run through the 
calculator punch, which computes and punches into the daily cards the following 
items: Average daily temperature as calculated from the daily maximum and 
daily minimum temperature, daily heating degree days, and daily cooling degree 
days (reference 80°F). Concurrently the calculator punch puts into appropriate 
previously unused coluinns of the daily card, certain punches that reveal 
whether that day was characterized by precipitation in excess of each of the 
standard Weather Bureau thresholds of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 inches, whether that 
day's maximum was over 90°F, whether the day's minimum was under 32°F, and 
whether the day's minimum was even under 0°F. The use of the calculator punch 
in the determination of these last quantities such as days with over 0.1 11 

precipitation or days with minima under 32°F involves a scheme worked out by 
Mr. DesJardins under the necessity of securing these statistics without benefit 
of the usual sorter-collator techniques. The principal may be illustrated by 
reference to the proble1u of determining whether a given day's maximum was equal 
to or greater than 90°F: 

The ma.xil!lum temperature is subtracted from 89°F (the latter figure being 
taken from a digit emitter in the machine), and if the difference is 
negative ("negative balance 11 in IBM terminology), the machine is 
so wired as to yield an impulse which makes a punch in the appropri-
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ate column to indicate that that day's maximum was 90°F or above. 
In similar fashion, to detect minima. of 32°F or under, the machine 
is made to subtract 33°F from the minimum and a negative difference 
tells the calculator punch to put a punch in the proper column for 
that item. 

6. Complete listing. The next step consists of listing, in manner 
described below, all daily cards (but not monthly slllllillary cards) in each 
station record. Decision to list every card punched was based upon two 
considerations: First, it provides the Institute with a printed record 
which will be equivalent, in toto, to the complete stock of 1009 1s which 
at the end of the punching period will have to be shipped back to Asheville. 
If, in future card processing we should damage certain cards, the complete 
listing will constitute a ready source of the original information which 
can then quickly be repunched as needed. Second, the complete listing 
will constitute (unlike the cards themselves) a directly readable and well
organized source of climatic information for both Institute staff members 
and other University researchers who may need detailed records for certain 
stations for selected periods of time. Our files of complete listing will 
be available to any investigators in this area who may need them for such 
purposes, thus saving them the difficulty of requesting 1009 loans from 
NWRC. To obtain an original plus one carbon of this complete listing will 
cost, in terms of tabulator and operator time, approximately $500, which 
seems very reasonable in view of the value of the resultant tabulations. 

The complete listing of a station record, it must next be emphasized, 
is carried out in a way that yields considerably more than simply the basic 
printing of all information on the daily cards. Monthly totals are printed 
out for all items, including totals of the "number of days with" type of 
frequencies. The tabulator is able to do this latter job by virtue of 
Step 5 above, in which the calculator punch has put into each card suitable 
punches to indicate maxima over 90°F, minima under 32°F, etc. Also 
accomplished in the listing step here under discussion is the summary
punching of we~klz summary cards. The weekly summary cards show weekly 
totals of all relevant items, including heating and cooling degree days 
and "number of days with" type of frequeucies by weeks. The tabulator and 
reproducer perform the "complete listing" operation at a rate of one station
year of data per three minutes. 

When the complete listings are finished, they are used in a last check
ing step to be described below in Step 7. 

7. The monthly summary cards punched from the 1009's have not, up to 
this step, been checked in any other way than that involved in the routine 
verification (via the Type 052 verifiers). Consequently, the next step is 
to list 011 the tabulator all monthly summary cards (usually for many station 
records in a single run). The IBM supervisor then visually checks each of 
these listed summaries against the original 1009 1s. This check is partly a 
holdover from the early period when punching rules were not crystallized, 
and to that extent is growing rapidly less necessary. It was in this step 
that the discrepancy in the 1931-50 Bulletin W monthly summary cards came 
to light and so until decision to discard the latter decks was made this 
step was also necessary in order to detect and manually correct the errors 
in those decks. 

This seventh step is also taken to put into our monthly summary cards 
all corrections which may have come up in Step 4, above. In addition, the 
listing of monthly summary cards is visually compared with the monthly 
totals on the "complete listing" obtained in Step 6 to check agreement in 
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the "number of days with" type of frequencies. This last check, in effect, 
is a double check on the punching (i.e. , a check on the verifier), and is 
at present primarily concerned with a dwindling number of errors in counts 
of days with precipitation in excess of the standard amounts. The latter 
errors are, as has been noted earlier, holdovers from the earliest phases 
of punching when the method of handling the "precipitation on subsequent 
day" problem was not settled. Any such errors are corrected in the monthly 
summary cards and this completes the entire chain of card processing. At 
that point the daily and monthly cards are filed for future analysis and 
the complete listings are stored for future reference. 

F. Miscellaneous IBM operations. 

While describing here the use to which the IBM processing equipment 
has been put during this initial period, it seems pertinent to report a 
very different type of application that has been made simply as a conse
quence of the fact that the equipment was here and available for calcula
tional purposes other than those connected with the climatological program. 
One extremely useful operation which it has been found possible to carry 
through with the IBM equipment is concerned with the reduction of photo
grammetric data obtained during the summer of 1955. In the course of the 
Institute's cloud physics studies a large number of stereo-pair photographs 
were obtained using cameras separated by a base line of 1.29 miles. In the 
course of the reduction of the data contained in these many photographs, 
about 7,000 of which were taken during the past summer, it became necessary 
to correct for slight day-to-day fluctuations in the tilt angle of the two 
cameras employed. These tilt angles, though they varied only through the 
seemingly small angle of 5 to 10 minutes about the average tilt of 30°, are 
sufficient to produce errors above the level that were acceptable. In order 
to hold the errors of distance calculation on all clouds to a desired limit 
of approximately 2 per cent, it was found necessary to compute a table 
containing some 20,000 calculated values to be used just in the initial 
analysis. Just prior to initiation of a project to manually compute all of 
these 20,000 table values using desk type calculators it was pointed out 
by the Institute IBM staff that the eg_uj_pment available here could be 
employed to carry out the calculation and the printing of the tables in a 
much more efficient fashion. In fact, when time estimates were made it 
was found that the punchcard technique would permit production of the tables 
in something like one-sixth of the time that would have been required for 
their completion by manual methods. In addition, the net result was to give 
a deck of cards which could be used to print up in neat and very legible 
form as many copies of these tables as might be needed by technicians carry
ing through the analysis. This is to be contrasted strongly with the alter
native method wherein only handwritten tables of variable legibility would 
have been obtained. At the same time, the content of random computing 
errors is held very much lower by use of punchcard techniques. 

At the same time that it was realized that the table computations 
could be carried out by this method, further exploration of the problem 
quickly revealed that the entire series of trigonometric calculations under
lying the photogrammetric reduction of the stereo-pairs could also be done 
by IEM methods using the calculator punch. Again, time estimates were made 
based on the known processing rate of the equipment and it was calculated 
that the average time for one typical calculation using the IBM calculator 
punch was thirteen seconds and associated keypunch time is estimated to be 
about forty seconds. This yields an IBM total of fifty-three seconds in 
contrast to an empirically determined average manual time of about one 
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hundred seconds. This realization of unanticipated value of the IBM technique 
in. these portions of the Institute pro.:1ram unrelated to cl:il!latology has made 
the entire staff more keenly aware of the need for searching through their 
various research tasks for still other opportunities of the same sort. Another 
quickly came to light in the form of the need to compute an extended table 
of saturation m:i.xing ra.t:l.os for ever:r 50 millibar level from 1050 millibars 
to 300 millibars, interpolated to 0.2°c. No such fully interpolated table was 
available in the literature so it was necessary either to manually carry 
through the interpolation every time one entered the tables (Smithsonian 
Tables) or else do the job rully at the start. It was found from time esti
mates that the interpolation and printing of the tables could be done in this 
case in approximately the same time that would have been required by fully 
manual methods. Al though no net time saving was obtainable in this instance, 
the great advantage of having the resultant tables printed out by the tabula
tor rather than handwritten, combined with the very great advantage of obtain
ing as a byproduct a complete deck of cards representing saturation mixing 
ratios over the entire range of tropospheric stand.a.rd pressure levels and 
the full range of temperature variation in the southwestern United States gave 
the IBM method a. clear cut advantage over the manual method. It is aJ.so to 
be noted that when the radiosonde data for stations in the Southwest for past 
years is obtained for punch card processing, the deck of saturation mixing ratios 
that was :produced in the above table-calculations will be very useful in con
verting relative humidities aloft to corresponding actual mixing-ratio values. 
This is :particularly t1·ue in efforts to determine the precipitable water vapor 
content of the upper air, a process which is now being done by essentially 
manual methods in certain Institute researches. 

III. TYPES OF PUNCHCARD CLIMATOLOGICAL STUDIES TO BE CONDUCTED BY TEE 
INSTITUTE OF ATMOS?IlERIC PHYSICS. 

In the present section, a number of examples of proposed studies will be 
outlined both for the infonna.tion of the Weather Bureau readers of this report 
and for the benefit of readers working in the Arizona area who may wish to 
know more fully just what sort of problems can be attacked b;}' the use of punch
card methods. Since ,mter is o:t' basic importance to the entire economy of the 
arid Southwest it will not be surprising that a fairly large number of the 
contemplated studies deal directly or indirectly with the role of the atmosphere 
in the water budget of the region. Indeed, this possibility of much more 
adequately examining the details of the 1-rater budget of this area was one of 
the deciding influences in turning to punchcard methods at the start of the 
Institute's long-range program of climatological studies. 

The studies outlined below, though they are by no means exhaustive and 
represent only a portion of those projects which are already fairly well 
formulated for later attention, will suffice to demonstrate the breadth of 
the problems amenable to punchcard methods. It is to be emphasized that the 
order of presentation in the followinc discussions is in no way indicative 
of relative order of importance, nor does it in fact indicate the order in 
which these problems will be taken up. The latter order is controlled large
ly by efficiency factors connected with the order in which the cards are _ 
fo,m.d at the end of the preceding operation. A great deal of time is saved 
by grouping together all of those problems which can be run throuch with the 
cards in any given order, such as chronological order, ranked in terms of 



decreasing amounts of precipitation, sorted by calendar days, etc.* 

A. Examples in the fields of meteorology and cloud physi~. 
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The entire punchcard climatology program was undertaken by the Insti
tute of Atmospheric Physics primarily because of the many opportunities it 
afforded for conducting in much more comprehensive fashion studies of the 
meteorological and climatological characteristics of the state as they bear 
on the problem of the cloud and precipitation processes in the area. Hence, 
in a sense, the examples that will be cited below constitute the reason for 
existence of a program which offers as dividends the opportunities to study 
those problems which will be listed in succeeding portions of this dis
cussion of types of studies to be conducted. 

1. Precipitation variability by months and by geographical areas. 
It is a commonplace of climatology that one's statistical description of 
the weather and climate of a region is of only the most meager nature when 
he has gone no further than determining the mean values of the meteoro
logical variables. Of equal interest is the determination of the degree of 
variability, both in the absolute and the relative sense, of all of the 
meteorological variables. In the case of precipitation, this variability 
rises to extremely great practical importance in any region such as Arizona 
where water availability is at all times marginal. To know in full detail 
all that can be discovered about the variability of the water supply in arid 
regions is essential to the economy of such regions. 

This knowledge must take many forms. Thus, it is desirable to deter
mine for a representative series of stations scattered over the entire state 
of Arizona the month-by-month as well as annual precipitation variability. 
Some recent Institute studies, carried out by ordinary desk calculator 
methods~ reveal that the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided 
by mean) of the annual precipitation for Tucson, Arizona during the past 
87 years has been approximately 30 percent. By breaking down the annual 
precipitation for each year into a portion falling in the winter half-year 
and a portion falling in the summer half-year and computing in similar 
fashion the coefficients of variation for these two portions of the year, 
it was found that Tucson's 87-year record exhibits a 40 per cent coefficient 
of variation for the summer period and a 54 per cent coefficient of varia
tion for the winter! Clearly, the annual total is statistically more 
stable than either of the two half year periods, as would be anticipated 
from elementary principals of probability. Much less easy to anticipate, 
however, was the fact that winter, and not summer, is the more variable 
precipitation season in the relative sense. The standard error of the 
winter coefficient of variation is 5.1 in percentage units, while that of 
the summer is only 3.5 percentage units, hence the difference between the 

*It is to be emphasized that the inclusion,in what is primarily a progress 
report on past work, of so detailed a discussion of work still to be per
formed, is primarily for information purposes. Experience within the past 
few months in speaking to other staff members within the University and to 
persons outside of the University engaged in activities where climatic 
factors of great importance arise but where the available stock of climato
logical information has been limited, shows that there is a frequently 
tenuous notion of the full possibilities of climatic research by punchcard 
method. In order then, to provide such readers of this report with a fairly 
complete picture of the range of possible studies the present section has 
been written in substantially more detail than any research group 
ordinarily cares to use in outlining its merely projected activities as 
distinguished from its completed activities. 
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two seasonal coefficients (54% and 40%) is seen to be statistically signifi
cant. The winter precipitation is by far the more important for irrigation 
water supplies in the arid Southwest and it is of considerable interest to 
know whether this characteristic of the Tucson precipitation will be found 
throughout the state. So much time is consumed in calculating such quanti
ties by desk calculator methods that no further work is being done at the 
present time in this direction because this is exactly the sort of problem 
which can be far more efficiently pursued by punchcard methods. What will 
be done, in fact, will be to take a large number of stations (almost cer
tainly not all, in the interest of economy) selected on the basis of tests 
of representativeness and to determine for these stations variability 
statistics for the year, for the winter and summer half years, and for 
individual months, and obtain thereby a clear picture of the spatial and 
seasonal distributions of rainfall variability. 

The standard deviations and coefficients ofvsriation of the precipita
tion, though of very great interest in themselves, are of perhaps even 
greater value in still other research studies in that they are the statisti
cian's yardsticks of error estimate. Thus in any effort to estimate the 
significance of the difference of the single year's rainfall or a single 
month's rainfall from the long-term average one must have at his disposal 
the best available estimate of the standard error of the mean based on long 
historical records. Similarly, in making an estimate of the total length 
of record which is needed to yield a mean value with a specified precision 
and for any specified confidence level requires the same type of historic 
standard deviation. For example, (using deck calculator methods) it has 
been found from the standard deviation of the annual mean precipitation 
for Tucson based on an 87-year record that in order to determine the mean 
annual precipitation to within 10 per cent of the "true" mean, at a confi
dence level of 5 per cent, requires a 36 year period of time (assuming as a 
first approximation to be tested a posteriori that the 87-year record consti
tutes a sample from a normally distributed population containing negligible 
serial correlation). Similarly, it was determined in the same way that to 
get an estimate of the mean annual Tucson precipitation to as close as 5 
per cent, and again at the 5 per cent confidence interval, would require a 
total record of 144 years on the same assumptionsl Through the use of such 
estimation procedures, employing the variability figures derived from the 
historical records, it can be seen that very helpful notions of the degree 
of reliability of mean data can be obtained.* Thus, under the assumptions 
employed in the above-described calculations, it follows that the available 
87-year record for Tucson must not be regarded as capable of yielding an 
estimate of the "true" mean annual precipitation to much better than about 
5 to 7 per cent. The same method applied to Tucson's winter and summer 
records show that the present record, long as it is, is capable of yielding 
a mean winter precipitation to an "accuracy" of only rather poorer than 10 
per cent and a summer mean with an "accuracy" of only a little better than 
10 per cent. Such estimates of reliability, crude as they are recognized to 
be, are indispensable in the planning and prosecution of many types of 
climatological studies which the Institute wishes to carry out. In that 
sense it will be seen that the initial time spent in determining rainfall 

*The reader will note that, in fact, secular trends in climate will almost 
.surely enter Arizona data taken over spans of time long enough to obtain 
means "reliable to 5 per cent", and will thus render almost meaningless 
the phrase "true mean precipitation." The very detection of this type of 
distortion of our statistics is a prime reason for making just such calcu
lations as have been cited for the single record from Tucson. 
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(and, of course, other types of) variabilities will pay off in many ways other 
than the obvious one of displaying the risk limits one deals with in depending 
upon rainfall in any time-period or area of the state. Thus if it becomes 
necessary or desirable to turn to the records of stations which have not been 
in existence through eight or nine decades as has Tucson•s, it is very helpful 
to know roughly what level of accuracy can be expected from statistics derived 
from that:record. Failure to recognize such elementary sampling principles 
can easily mislead one in his interpretation of climatic records. On the other 
hand, the reader will see that, in the above brief comments, simplifications 
have been made which can themselves only be fully removed by still other statis
tical techniques most efficiently applied by punchcard methods. 

2. Winter summer recipitation ratios. Arizona lies in a region of the 
continent where here is a remarkably sharp gradient of the ratio of winter 
to summer rainfall, proceeding from the west where winter rainfall dominates 
to the east where summer rainfall dominates. This strong gradient has many 
interesting and important meteorological and climatological implications which 
it is. the objective of the Institute to study in a number of ways over a period 
of years. Basic material for any such study is the detailed pattern of the 
distribution of this ratio over the state. Since the determination of this ratio 
is an extremely simple task for punchcard equipment, it will be done for all 
stations, with adjustment for effects of variation in station record-length. 
It has been found in a pilot study of this problem for two nearby stations lying 
on distinctly different sides of a major mountain mass, namely Tucson and 
Oracle, that surprisingly large differences in the ratio may occur within small 
distances. Whereas Tucson, lying on the southwest side of the ·Santa Catalina 
mountains has a winter/summer ratio of o.68, Oracle, lying on the north-north
east flanks of the same mountain range a mere 40 miles away, has a winter/summer 
ratio of 1.09. This difference, which has been established as statistically 
quite significant, represents a local ripple on a broadscale gradient across 
the whole state in the winter/summer ratio, and reveals cloud physical processes 
operating to produce rainfall differences of very real economic importance with
in relatively restricted geographical areas. To ascertain more completely the 
detailed distribution of and the physical factors responsible for such differ
ences in the winter-to-summer precipitation ratio will be one of the many 
objectives of the punchcard program. The data cited for two stations, Tucson 
and Oracle, were obtained recently by desk-calculator methods at the expense of 
considerable time. IIM methods will efficiently generate similar figures for 
all long-record Arizona stations in a comparatively short time. 

3. Interseasonal precipitation and temperature correlations. In any pro
gram such as the Institute's, operating in an area where there has been a-relative 
dearth of past climatological research, it is desirable, and in some cases even 
necessary, to work out by objective and accepted statistical means the answers 
to a certain number of problems wherein investigators have really very little 
doubt of the outcome of the research from the start. Such a case is found in 
the desirability of determining, tor a limited number of stations distributed 
over the state, the lag-correlations between precipitation and temperature 
anomalies in one season and those in the following season. 
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It is known from similar studies in other parts of the world that there 
is negligible persistence from one season to another in almost all meteoro
logical variables, and hence it is to be fully expected that the same find
ing will appear for Arizona. Nevertheless one finds so widespread an 
impression in the public mind that one can predict the weather character
istics of one season on the basis of the characteristics of an antecedent 
season that a useful purpose is served by testing this hypothesis in 
straightforward fashion. Climatologists reading this report will probably 
not be surprised to learn that a pilot study of this nature applied to 
the Tucson rainfall record revealed a correlation between the winter half
year precipitation and the succeeding summer half-year precipitation of only 
-0.15 (with a standard error of O.llJ). On the other hand, that such 
negligible persistence between seasons prevails is not appreciated by many 
persons, as shown by the fact that there is at the present time a petition 
being circulated in the Southwest urging discontinuation of atomic bomb tests 
as a result of alleged interference with normal rainfall amounts. The only 
apparent reason for belief that such tests have an adverse effect on the 
rainfall of the region appears to be the suggestion that in certain years 
where the first portion of the year (winter period) showed promise of very 
good precipitation, the ensuing portion of the year following certain bomb 
tests exhibited a deficit of rainfall. Consequently, to be able to show in 
completely objective fashion that there is no sound evidence for believing 
that one can so predict the weather of one season on the basis of the weather 
that went before is to settle a point of some lay concern. 

The test of the preceding point will, of course, merit only very 
limited effort, since a few such interseasonal lag correlations should 
suffice to demonstrate the principle for lay benefit. On the other hand, 
the same type of persistence correlation when applied to smaller time units 
is known to yield increasingly higher correlations as the lag-time goes to 
zero. There is here some little ground on which a climatologist can work 
to obtain useful information about the time-scale of the circulation features 
which do control the weather of a given region, and such studies can and 
will be carried out for this basic understanding they can provide. 

4. Mean-calendar-date precipitation amounts. Within the past few years 
an extremely interesting hypothesis has been developed by Dr. E.G. 
Bowen of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization 
of Australia. Bowen has found some evidence that long-term precipitation 
records when tabulated in a certain way show peculiar peaks. The way in 
which Bowen tabulates the data is to take all of the January 1st dates for 
the full period of record of a given station, sum the total rainfall on all 
of those dates, and divide by the number to get the mean January 1 rainfall. 
Proceeding in this fashion through the year Bowen obtains mean-calendar-date 
precipitation amounts. Plots of such data appear to contain fluctuations 
that are more or less correlated throughout the entire world and are of 
magnitude which at the present time appears to exceed that which might be 
expected by chance. Although still a subject of very considerable statis
tical.and meteorological controversy, this hypothesis is so important that 
it needs extended study. Bowen has interpreted these peaks as resulting 
from the passage of the earth through meteoritic showers with the suggested 
consequence that particles falling into the top of supercooled clouds serve 
t~,~ucleate those clouds and thereby increase the rainfall above that which 
~t have been expected to have otherwise fallen. In January of 1955 the 
Institute of Atmospheric Physics participated in a joint study with CSIRO to 
test in a rather direct fashion whether the meteoritic dust hypothesis 1s 
plausible. Nuclei counting equipment was flown at an altitude of 15,000 ft. 
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over Tucson every day for 30 days and identical apparatus was flown over 
Sydney, Australia. in the same period of time, Concurrently, nuclei counts 
were made at the top of Haleakala. Crater in Hawaii, It was found that the 
Tucson nuclei counts did not support the Bowen meteoritic dust hypothesis 
whereas the Sydney and Hawaiian data did, It is quite desirable to check 
more closely the rainfall statistics of Arizona to see whether an extended 
study would exhibit the peaks which Bowen has found in other parts of the 
world. A manual tabulation of just the precipitation data for Tucson during 
the past 60 years gave a curve that did not correspond closely with the 
world-wide curves Bowen has presented. It is well known that a 60-year 
record for only one station in a semiarid region is statistically unstable 
with respect to a property such as the one here in question so it is quite 
desirable to add records from many other stations in the area to fill out 
this picture. Related statistical tests are contemplated as part of this 
study. Manual tabulation of such data is tedious and time consuming so 
this task will be performed at an early date by use of punchcard techniques. 

5, Duration-frequencies of wet and dry spells, The length of time 
during which the atmosphere in any given area has anomalous properties with 
respect to production of precipitation or the absence of precipitation is 
a statistic of basic meteorological (as well as agricultural and hydrologic) 
interest. From the meteorological point of view, to ascertain the duration
frequencies of wet and of dry spells is to gain keener appreciation of the 
time-scale of the atmospheric circulations in a given region. By defining 
several sets of criteria for "wet" and "dry" spells and by tabulating the 
frequency of occurrence of periods within which the rainfall exceeds or 
falls below these criteria, respectively, a very useful body of statistics 

. will be obtained. (Again, it will be noted this is an analysis which will 
be performed at a comparatively early date because it again requires that 
the cards be in chronological order,) 

6. Duration-frequencies of hot and cold spells. Analyses of tempera
ture data similar to those just cited for precipitation will also be carried 
out both for their basic meteorological information and for their agricul
tural and hydrologic implications. 

7. Movin -average recipitation and temperature values. There is a 
pressing need for a more complete descrip ion, and still more pressing need 
for a more complete explanation, of secular (long-term) trends in temperature 
and precipitation in all parts of the world. In the case of a.rid regions 
such as Arizona, secular trends in precipitation are particularly important 
from a practical point of view. There is a notable dearth of even the 
merely descriptive statistics in this problem-area, so at an early stage 
various types of running-mean tabulations will be carried through with 
averaging periods ranging probably from 10 years down to about 3 years in 
length, When this is done for selected representative stations distributed 
over the state, a sensitive test of long .. term trends in shifts of precipita
tion patterns will be available, The next logical step, namely the search 
for an explanation for any trends that come to light, is a task of consider~ 
ably greater difficulty:.than the rather straightforward task of depicting 
those trends. It is well known that such long-term trends depend upon 
general circulation parameters characteristic of much larger areas than any 
single state, and so the Institute has underway, independent of its p1,mch .. 
card climatological studies, a program of synoptic climatology researches 
designed to exp.lore such problems. 
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8. wng-term trends~ aver9=1! pre9ipitation per storm and in seasonal 
distribution of Erecipitation, This is a problem which lies s~uarely on 
the border between hydrology &nd meteorology, and is one on which a great 
deal of effort can be put with justification in terms of its practical 
importance. Leopold has found from an analysis of a limited number of 
long period records in the Southwest that there is some evidence for be
lieving that there has been a secular trend towards a relatively constant 
annual total precipitation falling in a larger number of lighter showers. 
If such a trend does in fact exist over a wide area in Arizona. it would 
have such important effects on the ratio of runoff to precipitation that 
it would merit a great deal more study. 

It is also desirable to test the hypothesis that there may have been 
a significant change of seasonal distribution of precipitation during recent 
decades, in the sense that a relatively larger amount of precipitation may 
have fallen in the seasons of the year when evapotranspiration losses are 
greater. The primary reason for making such studies is a practical one, 
but the meteorological explanation of any such trends, if they do exist, is 
a problem for extended research. It bears reemphasis that the assessment 
of the statistical significance of seasonal changes necessitates a ntmbe~ of 
auxiliary variability studies. 

9. Regional homogeneity studies. Repeatedly, in the type of climatic 
studies here outlined, it is necessary to make a decision, in the interests 
of economy, as to which of the total ntmber of available stations shall be 
used in a particular analysis. This question could, of course, be obviated 
by always applying statistical manipulations to every bit of the available 
data, but it is obviously desirable to do as little work as possible to get 
any given answer to an acceptable degree of confidence. Consequently, it 
is an important part of the methodology of such studies as this to carry 
through at an early stage of the overall investigation a.detailed analysis 
of the entire state's climatic data. with the objective of delineating areas 
within which the climatic variables a.re essentially homogeneous. Such 
studies can take a. ntmber of statistical forms, the most straightforward of 
which may be the employment of correlation analysis. Starting with a half 
dozen or so key. stations with particularly long records distributed over 
the state, correlations may be run between each one of these stations and 
other stations at increasingly greater radial distances from the key sta.tio~s. 
By examining the decay of correlation with radial distance 1n various 
directions from the key stations, information of great usefulness in the 
planning of subsequent studies can be obtained. Needless to say, this very 
practical task yields as a byproduct information of considerable meteoro~ 
logical and climatological interest, for the gradients of correlation with
in. the state are necessarily associated with the average gradients of the 
underlying meteorological processes. To discover such gradients, then, is 
to pose many interesting problems for still further research. 

10. Cloud types and amounts. Of interest in the history of the 
Institute of Atmospheric Physics is the fact that the first actual research 
conducted by the Institute was a study of the types and amounts of clouds 
reported by the Weather Bureau for Tucson, Arizona and classified in that 
study according to diurnal, seasonal, and inter-yearly variation. This 
study, conducted by R, B. DesJardins, involved some 25,000 cloud observations 
for approximately the last decade of observations at the Tucson Weather 
Bureau Airport station. Somewhat over eight man-months of time went into 
this tabulation, which was done by manual means because it was indispensable 
to have the results of this study available at an early stage for planning 
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purposes in other Institute researches. So many interesting characteristics 
of the cloud distribution for Tucson were discovered in this study that it 
was early regarded as desirable to continue it by IBM methods and to extend 
it to the other first-order stations within the state. Consequently, the 
Institute is taking steps to obtain from the National Weather Records Pro
cessing Center punchcard records of all of the first-order stations and 
these cards will be used to pursue some of the questions raised by the 
initial study for Tucson. Unfortunately it was found as a result of 
DesJardin's study that a number of critically important cloud statistics 
cannot, in fact, be derived from the standard punchcard data, as a result 
of the cloud reporting system which is dictated by aeronautical needs. 
Nevertheless, it is recognized that a very large amount of useful statistics 
concerning the cloud patterns of this part of the Southwest will be derivable 
from such analyses. 

(It should be noted parenthetically that the expense of obtaining these 
decks of cards for all of the first-order Weather Bureau stations will be 
distributed over a much wider variety of analyses than just this cloud type 
study. The same cards which contain the cloud statistics contain a variety 
of other meteorological observations which can be utilized in numerous 
meteorological, agricultural, and hydrologic studies, as will be pointed 
out below.) 

ll. Relation between cirrus cloud occurrence and rain. As one part of 
the Institute•s research sponsored by the National Science Foundation, an 
investigation is being conducted to test the hypothesis that some rainfall 
may be produced as a result of natural seeding of supercooled clouds by ice 
crystals falling into those clouds from cirrus decks overhead. Again using 
manual tabulation methods applied to just the Tucson Weather Bureau data, 
F. Baer of the Institute, has found sufficiently strong correlation between 
cirrus at one time observation time and rainfall one hour later that it is 
of interest to extend this study to other stations and to longer periods of 
time than could be economically handled by manual methods. In order to 
pursue this point hourly observations are being obtained in punchcard form 
for all of the airport stations in Arizona. It is planned that these will 
be obtained from the National Weather Records Processing Center by transfer 
of funds (NSF funds in this single instance) to cover the expenses of back 
punching of this type of data at Asheville. Again, it is to be noted that 
by obtaining this type of observational material on punchcards still other 
analysis possibilities are opened up which extend far beyond the primary 
reason for securing such cards. One particular example of great agricultur
al importance to the citrus growers and vegetable growers of the state of 
Arizona will be cited below. 

B. Examples in the fields of agricultural meteorology, and agro
cl:l.matology. 

As has been pointed out above, a primary reason for undertaking a punch
card program within the Institute of Atmospheric Physics bas been that of 
obtaining a highly efficient technique for solving a number of climatic 
problems of pr:l.me importance in the Institute's program of research into 
the basic meteorology and climatology of Arizona and the Southwest. However, 
it has been clearly recognized that once the basic data are placed on punch
cards a wide variety of other problems will then be amenable to analysis. 
A very important class of such by-product analyses fall into the category of 
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agroclimatologic studies. A vigorous search is being made by Institute 
staff members for all of those problem areas in this field where there is 
a pressing need for additional climatic information. Although a great 
deal of such information in the forms of average values already exists as 
a result of many valuable Weather Bureau studies conducted in the past, 
the usual difficulties of costs of manual tabulations has prevented the 
fullest exploitation via modern statistical techniques of the vast amounts 
of back data that are available from the Weather Bureau's observing program 
in the state. 

An extensive list of useful agroclimatological analyses has already 
been compiled, and Institute staff members are maintaining close contact 
with members of the staff of the Division of Agriculture in the University 
to learn from them still more areas within which such climatic information 
is badly needed. One of the purposes of the present section is to acquaint 
still more agriculturists in the lliiversity and in the state of Arizona 
with the potentialities of the punchcard method of pursuing agroclimato
logical research. 

It is to be pointed out that no misconception of the ultimate limits 
of this method is held. One cannot solve completely a problem in plant 
pathology by merely resorting to manipulation of punchcards containing 
climatological information. Nevertheless, when climatic factors operate in 
an important fashion on a plant pathogen, and when the available bulk of 
climatological information concerning those climatic factors is in a relative
ly inaccessible form, it is a substantial step forward when one finds a way 
to tap that reservoir of climatological data in a way that permits deriva
tion of climatological statistics which are capable of throwing some degree 
of light on the pathological problem in question. The same can be said for 
many other agronomic and agricultural engineering problems. Consequently, 
the present punchcard program will be employed in every way possible to 
obtain such climatological statistics for the ultimate use of agriculturalists 
in the state of Arizona. 

1. Frost frequency statistics. A great deal of extremely useful work 
has been done by the Weather Bureau in the field of frost statistics in the 
past. Increasingly greater use is being made of such statistics j_n all 
agricultural areas in the United States, and the Weather Bureau has quite 
recently instituted a frost-warning service in the Salt River Valley in 
Arizona. Already-available statistics will surely be utilized there to 
supplement the critically important meteorological techniques in issuing 
frost forecasts. Despite a very great deal of past work, however, it still 
remains true that the many decades of temperature records for stations 
located in the agricultural areas of the state have by no means been fully 
exploited. Taking as a point of departure the work already done, the 
Institute will examine a number of frost-frequency problems with the objective 
in mind of providing vegetable and fruit growers with a more extended back
ground of information on frost risks in various parts of the state. The 
frost problem is so frequently a microclimatic problem that a great deal of 
careful interpretation must be made in any effort to utilize conventional 
long-term records in pursuing frost problem research. In particular, it is 
essential to go over station records very carefully in order to determine 
changes in exposure of thermometers which might have marked influences on the 
frost statistics as reported. The very fact, however, that there has been 
such a variety of exposures in the microclimatic sense during the past can 
perhaps be turned to very good adve.ptag~· by carrying out a limited amount of 
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microcl:iJ'.Jlatic analysis through the very process of sorting out foothill 
exposures from the higher and lower exposures and analyzing these data 
separately within otherwise homogeneous regions. 

A problem of critical importance in citrus culture is the prediction, 
on any given night, of the probability that the temperature at fruit level 
will drop below a temperature of 26°F for any extended fraction of the 
night. Recognizing that climatio statistics help very little in arriving 
at such a forecast on any one.ni§ht, it still remains quite desirable to 
examine the long-term records for the probabilities of occurrence of such 
temperatures and particularly for estimates of the total duration of time 
during which the temperature remains below this critical point for citrus 
fruits. An effort is going to be made to extend the data obtainable from 
the cooperative climatological station records to get at this problem of 
frost duration. The technique that it is hoped may prove feasible is the 
following: By taking the hourly weather reports for those first-order 
Weather Bureau stations near the growing areas (e.g. Yuma, Phoenix, Tucson), 
sorting out just those days when the min:imum temperature fell to below 32°F., 
and obtaining on, say, a monthly basis the mean diurnal temperature curve for 
such frost nights a functional relation between the minimum temperature and 
the length of time that the temperature remains below the critical value of 
26°F will be obtained for each of these areas and each of the months in 
the growing season. If it is found from the first-order stations (for which 
hourly observations will be available) that the scatter of durations below 
26° about the regression on minimum temperatures is quite small, then a very 
efficient device will have been obtained for extracting a great deal of 
information indirectly from the cooperative station records. The latter 
stations, of course, report only the minimum temperature and not the hourly 
temperatures, so if such an est:iJ'.Jlation procedure can be shown to have 1:imit
ed error, it willbe possible to extend the usefulness of the cooperative 
station records into this area of frost duration. Only careful investiga
tion will establish whether this proposed technique is or is not feasible. 

2. Duration-frequencies of excessively hot and excessively cold 
temperatures. In a number of agricultural problems, protracted periods of 
very hot weather have a markedly adverse effect on crop yields. The same 
is, of course, true for protracted periods of very cold temperatures. To 
cite a specific example, the pollination of sorghum in Arizona appears to 
be strongly inhibited by very high temperatures, particularly when these 
occur concurrently with strong winds and low dew points. Studies will be 
made of the statistical distribution of duration frequencies of those periods 
of hot and cold weather, where the criteria defining "hot and cold" will be 
varied from one crop problem to another. 

Such studies greatly increase in value when one can tabulate joint 
frequencies of occurrence of anomalous values of two or more variables 
rather than of a single variable. The case of sorghum pollination affords 
a very good example in that low dew points, high temperatures, and strong 
winds may jointly inhibit pollination in a way that merely high temperatures 
might not do. To carry through such joint frequency tabulations by manual 
methods is, of course, exceedingly more difficult than to carry out single
category tabulations. However, by use of IBM techniques joint frequency 
distributions of the contingency table tY!)e are very efficiently derived. 
Such tables will be worked out for a number of combinations of meteorological 
variables that have marked agroclimatological effects. 
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3. Plant pathological problems. Experience in many parts of the 
world has long since demonstrated clearly that there are frequently 
climatic factors that play key roles in the outbreak of plant disease 
epidemics. Although the crucially important problem here is first to 
predict such outbreaks a.nd second to control and destroy them, man's 
present progress in these directions is frequently so lj.mited that it is 
still of very great value simply to have some more precise picture of the 
probabilities of occurrence of those climatic factors which promote 
epidemic spread of pathogens. Consequently, for a number of pathological 
problems peculiar to crops in this area, studies will be carried out to 
ascertain such probabilities. A good example is found in the relation of 
the incidence of Southwest rust in cotton to the occurrence of high dew 
points and moderate winds. This rust sporulates by dispersion of air
borne spore sacs which are released almost entirely in periods of particu
larly high dew point. Following the release, the winds prevailing over 
the cotton fields disperse the spore sacs, thereby spreading the disease. 
To know the probability of joint occurrence of these two conditions as a 
function of geographical location within the state is a desirable goal. 
Here, as in many other agroclima.tological problems, one needs to take the 
view that when only imperfect control measures are available to suppress 
plant diseases it is often very useful even to know simply the climato
logical risk involved in putting into production in any given area a 
particular type of crop. It is by no means yet obvious that this principle 
will prove to be well exemplified in the particular case of Southwest rust. 
But the general principle is known from experience in other areas to be a 
very sound one. 

4. Agricultural operational problems. In Arj_zona cotton operations 
there is increasing use ma.de of chemical defoliants to remove leaves in 
selected portions of the stand in order to reduce boll rot, increase 
picker efficiency, and help raise plants that have been lodged. Present 
experience, though somewhat l:tmitea, indicates that effective defoliation 
requires relatively warm nocturnal minimum temperatures, preferably not 
cooler than about 55°F. At the same time it appears that high humidity at 
the time of application of a defoliant is quite desirable in order that the 
leaf surface may be more reactive to the chemical. Finally, it is well 
known_ that timing of the defoliation operations is critically related to 
the actual conditions of the cotton plant and not to any given calendar 
date, since in different seasons plants will be in a different stage of 
maturity. This picture of joint dependence upon a particular combination 
of weather factors within a certain portion of the growing season suggests 
a great need for a determination of the frequency with which the proper 
conditions may be expected to occur in any given growing area. 

It will be seen that such questions become particularly important when 
a new technique {or a new crop) is in the process of being introduced. In 
contrast to the situations in which agriculturists have been in a given area 
for a long time working with a given crop or teclmique, the advent of new 
teclmiques in the production of new crops frequently prevents the agricul
turists from falling back on their intuitive notions of what can be safely 
expected. It is in just such situations that the most practical use can 
be made of agroclimatic research. In the present instance of the questions 
concerned with the feasability of defoliation it is easy to see how the 
IBM punchcard teclmique will be used to gain information on the frequency of 
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occurrence of the right combination of variables at the proper time. If, 
in the future, new defoliants or new defoliating techniques are found which 
depend on rather different weather conditions, it is equally feasible to 
turn to the appropriate decks of cards and extract the new types of infor
mation that may then be needed. 

5. Entomological problems~ The climatic factor in crop ecology 
sometimes operates as importantly in indirect ways as it does in direct 
ways. The effects of certain combinations of climatic factors on insects 
may show as strong a relationship between climate and crop yield as exists 
between such an obvious relationship as temperature in crop yield or, in 
non-irrigated areas, between precipitation and crop yield. Sometimes such 
insect-weather relationships are themselves subtly indirect. For example, 
in some insect populations the critical controlling factor of the climate 
operates by still one more stage of indirection through the climatic influ
ences on some predator which normally maintains the insect population at 
the non-dangerous level. The fluctuation of weather which finally leads 
to decreased yield may then operate by decreasing the number of predators 
which increases the number of damaging insects which finally decreases the 
crop yield. In cases such as this it is not infrequently true in any given 
area that an entirely new problem appears rather suddenly due to the in
vasion of the area by some previously uncommon insect. When such occurs 
it is desirable to examine as quickly as is possible the climatic factors 
which may promote or discourage the development of that insect's population. 
At the present moment search has not revealed any specific examples of this 
general principal which warrant punchcard climatological research. This 
does not necessarily mean that such problems are not found in this area but 
rather may mean only that up to the present time insufficient contact be
tween Institute staff members and persons primarily concerned with such 
problems has been effected. 

The nearest case of such a problem presently recognized is in the case 
of melon mosaic virus which is carried by insects such as aphids from 
innoculations centers or, not infrequently, from wild wee.d hosts. It is 
well known that in this arid region the amount of weed growth in any given 
year is very closely related to antecedent precipj_tation, so it seems 
possible, but apparently has not been even tentatively demonstrated, that 
antecedent precipitation may show some strong correlation with the ultimate 
incidence of this particular virus. It is hoped that more clear cut cases 
may soon be brought to light, perhaps through distribution of the present 
report. A report on meteorological problems in the forecasting of infesta
tions of certain citrus mites in Florida has recently appeared in the litera
ture as an excellent example of just such cases of the importance of the 
climatic factor in insect ecology. 

6. Climatic factors in agricultural economics. From brief discussions 
with some of the agricultural economics staff of the University of Arizona's 
Division of Agriculture it appears that there may be a useful borderline 
field between climatology and agriculture economics whir.h should be culti
vated. There has been a need indicated for a study of the long-term trends 
in the relationships between seasonal precipitation amounts and seasonal 
movements of cattle from the Arizona production areas to the surrounding 
market centers. It is not apparent that IBM techniques are needed in such 
a study, but other agricultural economic problems may require them. One 
that had interesting climatic implications a few years ago lay in the field 
of lettuce production. lettuce of the variety formerly grown widely in 
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Arizona did not germinate well in temperatures much above 75°F and hence, 
it was desirable to start lettuce crops rather late in the fall when 
sufficiently low temperatures were present to avoid inhibition of germina
tion. On the other hand, economic factors concerned with the characteristics 
of the lettuce market tend to dictate that seeding time should come sometime 
before mid-September in order to take best advantage of the competitional 
factors in the market. Since it happens that the average temperatures in 
most of the lettuce growing areas of Arizona are quite close to this critical 
upper limit for germination of the variety then grown, there was an ever
present danger of losing a crop due to delay of germination as a consequence 
of seeding at too advanced a time in the season. For so critical a situation 
as this, very great interest would necessarily center upon the variability 
characteristic of the fall temperatures, since even a rather slight departure 
from the normal would have possibilities of disastrous implications for the 
crop. If this were still a pressing problem it would be desirable to examine 
by punchcard techniques the fall temperature variability factor for each of 
the principal growing areas of the state to assess quantitatively the economic 
risk in trying to cope with these joint conditions of external marketing 
requirements and plant physiological and climatic requirements. Long-term 
records might well show that, in some areas at least, the risk expectancy 
is prohibitive. As a matter of fact, however, the above problem constitutes 
only an outmoded case of a situation where punchcard studies might at one 
time have proved helpful. About five years ago a different variety of 
lettuce (Great Lakes) was introduced specifically because of its heat toler
ances. Although Great Lakes variety lettuce has thus elinimated this problem 
from future consideration, it is interesting to note that in some growing 
areas of the state a type of undesirable rib discoloration has been observed 
in this new variety and there is some suspicion that this effect may be in 
some way related to seasonal temperature anomalies which themselves merit 
climatic studies. 

7. Evapotranspiration studies. Of the total precipitation which falls 
on Arizona, an estimated 95 per cent returns by evapotranspiration to the 
atmosphere almost directly with only limj_ted beneficial use. In agriculture, 
as well as in hydrology, improved understanding of the temporal and spatial 
distribution of the evaporation flux from the ground into the atmosphere is 
sorely needed. The existing evaporimetry stations offer some hope in 
approaching this problem, but for areas of the state where there have been 
no long period of evaporimeter records it is desirable to attempt to construct 
by the use of evaporation formulas a somewhat more quantitative, though 
admittedly approximate, estimate of the evaporation flux. 

8. Tables of characteristic standard errors of estimate. In many 
agronomic studies it is desirable to assess the likelihood that a given de
parture of crop yield is associated with cl:i.matic factors. In order to 
carry out such tests it is necessary to have at one's disposal an array of 
the standard errors of those climatic factors which may be influencing the 
yield. Principal factors are, of course, precipitation and temperature with 
secondary importance associated with wind through its action on evaporation. 
With this in mind it appears desirable to exploit the punchcard method to 
prepare tables of characteristic standard errors of estimate of various 
t'Y)?es of means for precipitation and temperature which can be made available 
to agriculturalists for use as yardsticks in measuring their own yield 
differences. Thus if a research worker desired to know whether the rainfall 
of a given month differed significantly from the long-term mean value by an 
amount which in proper proportion to the difference of the yield of, say, 
forage crops in the same period when compared to the appropriate mean value, 
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the climatological standard errors can play a useful role when properly 
interpreted. Here, as in many other of the studies cited above, it is to 
be emphasized that the climatological statistics are not at all proffered as 
a panacea for problems besetting agricultural research but are only quanti
ties of interest and value to the investigator who seeks to evaluate somewhat 
more precisely the ecological factors in his particular problem. But, just 
because of the exceedingly great :importance of the climatic factor in plant 
ecology, it appears justifiable to say that use of such statistics can make 
as real contributions to agricultural research in this state as it has in 
many other areas. 

C. Examples in the fields of hydrometeorology and hydrologz. 

Atmospheric processes in the hydrologic cycle are of fundamental :impor
tance in whatever part of the world one considers hydrologic problems. In 
arid regions above all, the meteorological and climatological factors assume 
prime hydrologic importance. This is because, in such regions, not only 
does the atmosphere constitute the effective coupling agent between the 
oceanic sources of water vapor and the continental sinks of precipitation 
but also because the atmosphere through its control of the evapotranspira
tion rate is the major factor in withdrawing from the land surfaces that 
small bit of water which does succeed in reaching the ground. As bas been 
cited above, estimates of the fraction of rainfall reaching the ground in 
Arizona which returns more or less directly to the atmosphere without bene
ficial effects range from 95 percent to as high as 98 percent in some of the 
desert valley areas. In no portion of the literature does one find any 
estimates of the average evaporational losses suggested as lower than 90 
percent in the state as a whole. Hence, in Arizona and the whole Southwest 
the atmosphere constitutes both a favorable and an unfavorable agent in the 
hydrologic cycle, as seen from man's point of view. Complete understanding 
of every aspect of the water budget of an arid region ia indispensable to 
intelligent use of those water sources which are available. Consequently 
every effort will be made in the punchcard climatology program, as well as 
in all other portions of the Institute research program, to contribute to 
existing knowledge of these hydrologic and hydrometeorological processes. 

Because the problem of accurately determining the evaporation flux is 
a very complex one it is highly desirable to approach the problem through 
the use of data on runoff as a quantitatively determined component of the 
total water budget. At the present time steps are being taken to put on 
punchcards daily runoff figures for the Salt River and for its two principal 
tributaries, the Verde and the Tonto Rivers, and also for the Gila River. 
Each of the four key stream-gauging stations whose data are bing punched have 
records that extend back a minimum of about 40 years and for some of the 
stations they go back an additional 25 years with data based simply upon 
stage-discharge relations. The Salt River Valley Water Users Association and 
the U. s. Geological Service are aiding in the prosecution of this work 
through their cooperation in making runoff data available. At the present 
time there are no definite plans to punch runoff data for any of the smaller 
intermittent streams in the state. The decision as to whether to explore 
such secondary problems will be made only after studies for the economically 
most :important streams have been completed. 

It may be noted again at this point that the Institute will punch the 
complete records of some fifteen supplementary (i.e., records under 30 years 
in length) climatological observing stations distributed over the 5alt and 
Gila Basins in order to be better able to pursue the hydrometeorological and 
hydrologic studies here under discussion. 
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1. Meteorological factors contributill§ to interannual runoff varia
bility in Arizona. The grossest, but at the same time most important, 
features of the hydrologic cycle in an arid region are displayed by the 
familiar and self-evident equation P-L=R, where Pis precipitation, Lis 
the so-called water loss, and R is the runoff. Since P and Lare clearly 
defined quantities whereas Lis a complex factor, it is well to interpret 
the preceding equation essentially as a definition of the water loss, L. 
In Arizona, the right hand member R is an extremely small difference between 
two fairly large quantities P and L. Although it is tempting to view 
variations in R, the economically significant quantity in the hydrologic 
cycle, solely in terms of variations in P, one simply cannot overlook the 
equally important contribution of variations in L. over short periods of 
time and for small hydrologic basins, L can sometimes vary simply as a result 
of variable infiltration and percolation effects. But for larger periods 
of time and for large basins L varies primarily because of variable removal 
of water by evaporation, or by varying land use. Past hydrologic studies 
in other basins and other climatological areas indicate that Lis primarily 
dependent on the temperature characteristics of the period of time over 
which a given study is carried. Consequently a first step in the exploration 
of the bydrometeorology of the principal basins in Arizona will be to 
evaluate the portion of the random scatter in R which is due to the effects 
on L of temperature variations. Such studies will be conducted on an annual 
basis as well as on the seasonal and even monthly basis. All possible use 
will be made of recent studies on the relation of potential evapotranspira
tion to water loss. 

2. Atmospheric water vapor transport. In recent studies by Benton at 
John Hopkins University there bas come to light an extremely interesting 
characteristic of the tropospheric flux of water vapor over the North 
American continent in the sl.llllDl.er. Benton's figures, which apply only to 
a single year (1949), since a very great deal of computational work had to 
be done even to carry out his study for one year, seem to indicate that the 
relatively arid regions of the Southwest serve in the sUllllller as sources of 
water vapor for the northeastern parts of the United Statesl This surpris
ing conclusion is of such key importance in understanding the large scale 
factors involved in the hydrology of the Southwest that it appears very 
desirable for the Institute to pursue this study over a larger period of 
time but for a geographically smaD.er area than Benton bas examined. In 
order to carry out by punchcard methods such a study it is necessary to 
have in punchcard form the past radiosonde data and upper wind data for a 
network of stations distributed over an area rather larger than the state 
of Arizona. This requirement is complicated by the practical problems 
imposed by the non-analytic distribution of such observing stations. At 
the present time the Institute bas not initiated action to secure those 
radiosonde data which are essential for this study but it is planned that 
in the near future this type of data will be obtained if funds are available. 

3, Long-term changes in Arizona precipitation characteristics. As has 
been cited above there have been proposed the hypotheses that a change in 
the runoff-precipitation ratio in past decades in the Southwest may have 
come about as a result of changes in the storm characteristics or, alter
natively, due to changes in the seasonal distribution of rain within the 
year without any significant concurrent trends in annual total precipitation 
amounts. Detailed studies of these quantities must be made at an early 
date to throw light on the grave problem of the decreasing runoff-to-rainfall 
ratio in certain basins. At the present time there is considerable disagree
ment as to whether such decreases are due to meteorological factors,or to land 
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use factors. Any studies which contribute quantitative information to this 
complex problem are pressingly needed in hydrometeorologic research, 

4. Water supply forcast studies, In some western states, particularly 
in Californfa, water supply forecasts are being made in mid-spring to fore
shadow the summer runoff available for agricultural operations, and are 
being carried out with prediction errors that are often as low as a few 
percent. It is highly desirable to seek to develop :iJ:nproved methods within 
the state of Arizona for similar foreshadowing of the water supply based on 
precipitation and temperature characteristics of the winter portion of the 
water year. Such efforts are closely related, of course, to the problem 
cited above in example (1), Experience in other hydrologic researches 
indicates that it is frequently possible to remove a great deal of the 
"error" (random scatter) in the regression of rainfall on precipitation by 
taking some account of the climatic factors in water loss. Since compara
tively little work of this nature has been done for the basins that will be 
considered in the Institute studies, a considerable amount of exploratory 
work will have to be done in the beginning. This problem bas many ramifi
cations, an important one of which, from a meteorological viewpoint, is the 
study of the predictive value of various stations located in the valleys 
when used as estimators of the precipitation falling on the mountainous areas. 
In some cases, it must be anticipated, the best est:imators to be selected 
from the available list of long-record stations may actually lie entirely 
outside the water-shed of a given stream, For some parts of the study of the 
runoff characteristics of the upper Gila basin it appears indispensable to 
punch selected stations from western New Mexico, a few of which in the upper 
Gila water--shed have records of between 40 and 70 years. For all such 
stations, multiple regression methods will be used to determine weighting 
coefficients for prec:Lpitation station data used j_n funoff estilllates. IBM 
methods will be extremely useful in quickly carrying out these multiple 
regression analyses wh:i.ch are very tedious when done manually, 

5. Rainfall intensity studies. There is little enough information on 
the intensity factor :i.n rainfall in many areas of the state of Arizona that 
even the small contribution that can be made to this problem by dealing with 
just the 24-hour precipitation totals that are available from the coopera
tive station records is well worth attaining. Therefore, all of the 88 
stations whose records are being punched will be used to obtain intensity 
statistics as so defined. Needless to say, the same techuig_ue can and will 
be used to obtain similar statistics for a few higher multiples of the 24-
hour period, 

6. Basic hydrological statistics for Arizona. In adclition to the above 
examples it is to be pointed.out that there is an apparent need for a variety 
of statistical analyses of the rainfall and runoff relationship silllply as a 
means of making more widely available fundamental information that must go 
into many hydrologic studies. lag correlations and persistence effects in 
the runoff records, months of average maximum and minimum relative variabilitJ 
of runoff, extreme-value statistics applied to existing rw.wff records, and 
correlations between runoff in basins by months and years are a few examples 
of such statistics. Computation of these statistics does not, by itself, 
solve any hydrologic problems but is needed in a sufficient number of places 
in the overall effort in the Southwest that attention will be given at an 
early stage to processing the punchcard data with the objective of generat
ing many such statistics. Some of them for example the variability data, 
are needed at the start of any study in order to make estimates of the lengthE 
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of record needed to extract stable mean values and, as has been cited earlier in similar instances here, the sruue variability figures are indispensable as yardsticks in making estimates of significances of various types of mean values that arise in analyses. '11l1ese statistics will be obtained as useful by-products of many of the other studies which will be undertaken. 

7. Precipitation effi.ciency. In a preliminary study using manual calculational methods, c. Ir. Reitan of the I11stitute staff has found that the summer-season precipitation efficiency (defined for his purposes simply as the ratio of average 24-hour rainfall to precipj_table water vapor overhead) was generally under about 10 percent for Arizona. For the JulyAugust rainy season of 1953 and 1954 there was an exceedingly interesting upward trend from nearly zero values at precipitable water contents of a few tenths of an inch to something of the order of 12-13 percent efficiency at 2 inches of precipitable water vapor overhead. This quantity has such basic hydrologic importance in any study that it is highly desirable to attempt to extend this type of study. In order to do this by IBM methods, one once again encounters the need for securing the back radiosonde data in punchcard form in order to combine it with the readily available precipitation figures. When these data are at hand more detailed studies of the precipitation efficiency can be carried out both for a greater number of years for the summer rainy season and also for other times of the year. 

D. Examples in the fields of engineering, industry, and commerce. 

In this last category there are fewer immediately evident problems where punchcard techniques offer promise. Nevertheless, a number have already been recognized and it is quite lH,ely that as persons in the Arizona area become increasingly aware of the availability of the Institute•s analysis facilities, an increasing number of problems will be explored by these methods. 

1. Heating degree-days. Engtneers have long recognized the value of statistics on so-called "heating degree days 11 for given areas and given periods of the year. Heating degree days are defined as follows: One takes for each day of the period in question the average daily temperature, subtracts it from 65°F (which is taken at the threshold below which buildings must be heated) and sums all of these temperature differences over the whole period in question, say a winter season. There are already available for a few stations in every state heating de.3ree-day figures, but in a state with such varied climates as one finds in Arizona, much more detail is needed. Heating degree-day statistics are now being computed automatically as a routine part of the initial processing steps for all stations and for the whole period of record in the group of 88 Arizona stations being studied. The resultant statistics should be of value to persons concerned with architectural design and with fuel problems in this area. Variability about the mean will be computed for each area so that architects and fuel engineers can have s.ome more objective basis of making estimates of risk in their design calculations and :planning calculations. It is to be noted that computation of these industrially useful statistics is being done at essentially no cost since their calculation is done concurrently with other, meteorologically important, statistics in the present phase of routine processing. Every effort is being made in the present program to generate such ''by product statistics II whenever poss:i.ble. 
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2. Cooling-degree days. A similar quantity of use in air conditioning 
work bas been defined jntiie following fashion: The average daily tempera
ture mj_nus 80°F gives a difference which when summed over all days in the 
period of interest yields the so-called "cooling-degree days" for that period. 
It is a numerical meas,.tre of the total cooling load that the weather imposed 
upon air conditioning 3ystems for the period and area in question. There 
are fewer statistics a·railable for ani part of the u. s. on cooling-degree 
days than for heating ~egree-1ays and to the knowledge of the Institute~ 
such data are now available for Arizona. In so warm a climate as Arizona's, 
such statistics have obvious utility. As in the case of heating-degree days, 
variability statistics will be computed for various months and various areas 
of the state as a routine par-~ of this investigation. 

3. Humidit¥ da:,~• For the first-order Weather Bureau stations, for 
which the Institute is ootainjng complete decks of cards, it is possible to 
obtain data on relative humidity which can be employed in tabulations that 
will shed light on several problems of engineering and industrial interest. 
First of all is the problem of the limitations imposed by humidity variations 
in the operation of evarorative coolers. Evaporational cooling is so efficient 
in certain times of the year in the arid Southwest that very widespread use 
is made of this cooling principle. However, in the humid July-August period 
the efficiency of evaporative coolers falls substantially. AJ.though ~ 
data on this problem have long since been readily available to engineers, it 
may be desirable to use the pluichcard method to get probability limits on 
the operation of evaporative coolers for engineering purposes. These humidity 
data can, by IBM methods, be converted with the aid of temperature statistics, 
into wet bulb data which have even more direct relation to the evaporative 
cooling problem. When any such data are then combined in joint frequency 
fashion with data on the air temperature itself, new and more usable estimates 
of the performance characteristics inherent in evaporative cooling in this 
particular area can be obtained. Potential users of statistics of the above 
types have yet to be contacted for their opinions on the usefulness of such 
data. 

4. Weather risks in shipping and transport13:~0E.• In the vegetable- and 
fruit-shipping business there are certain times of the year when a serious 
frost ris!c arises and where, therefore, any data on the probability limits 
of frost damage would be of use. Such problems, though superficially investi
gated at the present time, will be examined with an eye to finding problems 
where further climatic studies are indicated. One such problem brought to 
the Institute's attention within the past year was concerned with the tempera
ture limits to be expected within freight cars when left on railroad sidings 
in the hotter part of the year. A large defense contractor in the area faced 
the problem of estimating the probable decreased shelf-lifetime of certain 
rocket propellants after they had been so exposed to excessive temperatures in 
freight cars. Such a problem clearly necessitates some research on the actual 
heat transfer characteristics of the conveyance involved. Nevertheless, once 
such initial study had been completed the problem could then only be brought 
to the stage of risk calculations by consulting the climatological records for 
the probabilities of occurrence of certain combinations of, say, temperature 
and wind conditions that would yield excessively high inside temperatures. 
No work bas been done on this particular problem, nor is there any specific 
intention to examine it unless the need appears still to exist at such time 
as the punchcards will penni t solution of the problem. It is offered, how
ever, as a specific example of a problem which has arisen in the recent past 
wherein useful exploitation of punchcard data might have been made had the 
program been more close to completion. 
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5. Solar radiation data. At the present time steps are being taken to 
obtain from-the National Weather Records Processing Center the punchcard 
records of all solar radiation intensity data observed at the Phoenix Weather 
Bureau station during the entire period of record. This period, unfortunately, 
is relatively limited because a pyrneliometerwas not installed at that station 
until about 5 years ago. To supplement this very valuable record, sunshine
duration figures for Phoenix and other cities will be obtained and placed on 
punchcards for studies of such quantities as the duration of periods with 100 
percent sunshine, duration of periods with 90 percent of possible sunshine, 
etc. This type of information is of key :importar1ce in programs of solar 
energy utilization, some of which a.re receiving increased interest in the 
Southwest at the present time. At the same time, the Institute of Atmospheric 
Physics will punch from time to time its own solar radiation records and use 
these for IBM processing. The Institute"s radiometry program is barely 
started, however, so no lengthy record exists for analysis at the present 
time. It is planned to obtain from the National Weather Records Center a 
deck of cards representing the Albuquerque solar radiation observations and 
to use these in certain studies. 

6. Climate as a health and tourism factor. In this last category may 
be a restricted range of problems which may deserve some attention in view 
of the fact that Arizona derives a not insignificant part of its total in
come from visitors to the state and from persons who are forced to turn to 
its healthful climate on the advice of their physicians. Although no prob
lems in this area are known at the present time to have sufficient climatic 
subtlty to warrant punchcard analyses, it is possible that a limited number 
of problems of this type may be formulated in the future for study by IBf 
methods. 

IV. SUMMARY 

The work done during the first twelve months of the puncbcard climato
logical program of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics has been described 
in detail. In recognition of the pressing need for many types of planning 
information in the organization of a cooperative Weather Bureau-university 
punchcard program, this report has been written in such a way as to provide 
a reasonably complete summary of our own experience in setting up a punch
card program. It is thus hoped that the present report may prove useful to 
other university groups seeking information as to editing, punching, and 
processing rates and costs, machine types, and other details. 

It is strongly recommended, upon the basis of our experience during 
the past year's punchcard work, that a very detailed manual for cooperative 
punchcard projects be drawn up by the Weather Bureau. Such a manual, if it 
contained in more comprehensive form the type of information we have attempted 
to incorporate into the present progress report, would be invaluable to other 
universities contemplating establishment of cooperative projects. We wish 
particularly to stress the need for a truly complete compilation of editing, 
punching, and processing rules that will enable cooperators to follow estab
lished Bureau procedure at every stage of their work. 

An extended list of examples of problems proposed for analysis in the 
Institute's program has been presented here in order that the present report 
may not only inform Weather Bureau readers of the scope of our projected 
studies but also suggest to Arizona readers the types of problems which may 
be usefully explored by IR1 punchcard methods. It is strongly hoped that the 
latter readers will communicate to the Institute of Atmospheric Physics addi
tional problems for study based upon the suggestions inherent in the examples 
cited herein. 
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APPENDIX A. Proced~s for ~iting 1009 Forms. 

General discussion. The editing rules given below are those which are 
now in use in the rn·stitute punchcard program. They have been formulated 
over a period of time on the basis of information obtained from a number of 
sources within the Weather Bureau. To our knowledge there does not exist any 
promulgated list of editing rules as such, though many editing rules are 
implicit in punching rules that are partially summarized in certain mimeo
graphed materials available from the Bureau. The information contained in 
the rules given below is insufficient to decide all of the many editing 
problems that arise in processing 1009's, especially these from early years 
of a station's records. Many problems must be decided by referring them to 
the supervisor because they hinge upon essentially meteorological questions. 
A number of minor editing decisions having to do with ways of handling miss
ing data are referrable to no rules of any sort, and we wish to recommend 
that such cases be eliminated by formulation of objective rules for determin
ing when interpolations can and cannot be made. Thus, we have not obtained 
any definite ruling, in the course of correspondence, as to when an editor 
may assume that a month's highest (or lowest) temperature did not occur on a 
day for which the observations are missing. Similarly, editingsnow depth 
on ground leads to a ntunber of decisions not covered by known editing rules 
in the event that certain information is missing. We are uniformly adopting 
a quite conservative policy of simply rejecting {i.e., entering "missing" 
for) cases of these types, but to the extent that this has simply been a 
local decision we feel that :i.t is unsatisfactory. When decks of cards for 
various ptmching projects are utilized in joint studies, and even in the 
restricted case where a cooperating university exchanges its back decks for 
current cards, possibilities for small but undesirable inhomogeneities · 
certainly do exist. As examples of the editing rules which we have ourselves 
introduced into the procedure to fill the needs for objective criteria we 
may cite the principles contained in Rules II-2 and II-3 below relative to 
highest and lowest monthly temperature. The five-day and ten-day rules 
contained therein are our own arbitrary choices for objective criteria, and 
not the Weather Bureau's. Without some such rules,even in relatively minor 
instances such as this, it is not clear how homogeneity of records edited by 
several different persons can be attained. 

Editing·rules. The following list comprises the present group of rules 
for editing original 1009 1s in the Arizona program: 

I. GENERAL. 

l. Use only blue pencil when marking 1009 forms. 

2. Make all entries as light as possible but be sure they are dark 
enough to be easily readable by the punch operator. 

3. Handle the 1009 forms as carefully as possible; always replace the 
forms in the same envelope from which they were taken. 

II. TEMPERATURE. 

In general, all observations are entered for the "observational day" (the 
24-hour period between observations), the date being that on which the observa
tional period ends. For example, if the temperature and precipitation are 
read at 8 AM., the first 11observational day" ends at 8 .AM on the 1st; the 2nd 
"observational day" begins at 8 AM on the 1st and ends at 8 AM on the 2nd, etc. 
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The use of the "observational day 11 creates a problem in recording the maximum 
temperature since the maximum temperature read at 8 AM is actually the maximum 
temperature for the preceding day. The correct procedures for handling the 
maximum temperature observations at "AM" stations are discussed in full in the 
punching instructions. 

1. Check the maximum temperatures and minimum temperatures for each 
month to see if there are missing data. If any maximum temperatures (or 
minimum temperatures) are missing, indicate the number of days for which the 
data are missing in the following manner: 

If one value is missing enter a letter "a" after the mean maximum or mean 
minimum (Upper right corner of 1009 form). If two values are missing enter 
the letter 11b"; if three values are missing enter the letter "c"; etc. For 
example: If the maximum temperature was not recorded for three days, and the 
minimum temperature was not recorded for five days, the letter "c" would be 
entered after the mean maximum temperature and the letter "e" would be entered 
after the mean minimum temperature. 

If ten or more values of the maximum or the mj.nimum temperature are 
missing delete the value of the mean maximum or of the mean minimum if it has 
been entered on the 1009 form. 

Step l is eliminated if monthly means are to be computed by machine. 

2. Check the highest temperature of the month and its date. If there are 
any daily maxima missing proceed as follows: If a total of ten or more maxima 
are missing, enter missing for highest monthly temperature. Also enter miss
ing if any consecutive series of five or more days have missing maxima. If 
the missing maxima do not satisfy either of the preceding criteria, utilize 
preceding and following maxima as well as reported daily minima for days of 
missing maxima to estimate whether it is reasonable to believe that the month's 
highest temperature could not have occurred on one of the days of missing 
maximum. If such is the case, enter that highest reported temperature and 
date which then represents the best estimated monthly maximum. If, however, 
such indirect evidence leads to suspicion that the highest temperature could 
very well have fallen on a day where no maximum was actually reported, enter 
missing. Thus, if the maximum is missing on the 13th of the month and if the 
highest reported maximum was 96F on the 12th, one s~np1y cannot be certain 
that the missing maximum of the 13th was not 97F, so enter missing for highest 
temperature of month. 

If the same maximum temperature occurs on two days, indicate the first 
date as the date of occurrence and place a small"+" after the date. 

3. Check the lowest temperature of the month and its date. If there 
are any missing minimum temperatures proceed upon the same principles cited 
in the preceding rule for missing maximum temperatures. 

If the same minimum temperature occurs on two days, indicate the first 
date as the date of occurrence and place a small"+" sign after the date. 

4. If the observer has entered the temperature range or the mean tempera
ture, delete these values with a light blue line in order to eliminate any 
possible confusion when the temperature readings are punched. The tempera-
ture ranges and mean temperatures are very helpful to the punch operator and 
verifier in clarifying illegible entries of the maximum and minimum temperatures. 
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III. PRECIPITATION. 

1. Check the total monthly amounts of precipitation and snowfall by 
adding the daily amounts of precipitation and snowfall as recorded on the 
1009 forms. Whenever s11owfall is recorded there should also be an entry for 
precipitation. If there is an entry in the snowfall column but not in the 
precipitation column the amount of precipitation should be estimated using the 
stand.a.rd 10 to 1 ratio, i.e., the amount of precipitation is estimated to be 
1/10 of the amount of snowfall. 

2. Occasionally the observer enters two rainfall entries in one day 
(i.e., two entries on one daily line). Evidently, this is done to denote 
that two separate showers occurred during the observational day. Whenever 
this occurs the amounts should be combined so that there will be only one 
entry for each observational day. 

3. If there are any missing data the total monthly precipitation should 
be deleted unless there is very good reason to believe that no precipitation 
occurred during the period of missing data. Except in rare cases which the 
editor may wish to refer to the supervisor, "good reason" will exist only 
if the original observer had made an entry somewhere on the 1009 to the effect 
that be was certain no precipitation had occurred on the dates of missing 
entries or if the editor in the Phoenix Weather Bureau office who originally 
edited the 1009 bas entered a similar note based upon comparison with con
current reports from nearby stations. Any monthly total, however, which 
contains interpolated amounts should be treated as incomplete and entered 
as missing. 

4. If the record states rain and snow and there is a trace in the pre
cipitation column, put a "T" in snowfall. If there is more than a trace of · 
precipitation, leave the snowfall amount missing unless reported. If the 
record states rain and snow, snow melted as it fell, and there is an amount 
in the precipitation column, put a "'l'" in snowfall. If the record states 
snow flurries and there is an amount in the precipitation column, enter a "T" 
in snowfall. For snow flurries and no amount of precipitation or snowfall, 
enter a "T" in both. 

5. If drizzle, sprinkle, mist, sleet, glaze or bail are entered in the 
remarks column, be sure that there is an entry of at least a trace in the 
precipitation column. If hail or sleet is reported, enter "T" in snowfall 
column unless the amount seems c.lear]Jr more than a trace, in which case the 
snowfall is punched as missing (left blank). 

6. Almost all of the 1009 forms have a column to record the depth of 
snow on the ground at the time of observation. In addition, many forms have 
a place at the right side of the form to indicate the depth of snow on the 
15th and at the end of the month. This latter information is often us.eful 
in interpolating the depth of snow when the observer did not make daily 
entries. Whenever snowfall occurs, the depth of snow should be edited in 
the following manner. 

Whenever the amount of snowfall is less than 1.0 inches the depth on 
ground should be edited as O inches unless there is a good reason 
(temperatures below freezing, remark by observer, etc.) to believe that 
there was snow on the ground. Whenever the snowfall is greater than 1.0 
inches the depth on ground should be edited as missing (M) unless there is 
a good reason (very high temperatures, observers remark that snow melted 
as fell or that snow melted before observation time, etc.) to believe 
that there was no snow on the ground. 
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It is sometimes necessary to interpolate snow depth values for days 
after a snowfall. For example, the observer records a snowfall of 3.0 
inches on the 12th and records 2.0 inches on the ground. On the right 
side of the form he records a trace of snow on the ground on the 15th. 
The problem of interpolating the snow depth for the 13th and 14th calls 
for considerable judgement on the part of the editor. If it is not 
possible to reach a reasonable conclusion after studying the temper
atures the snow depth for the 13th and 14th would be marked as missing 
(M). 

7. Check all precipitation entries and edit them so that the amount of 
precipitation is entered to hundredths of an inch, snowfall to tenths of an 
inch and depth of snow on ground to whole inches. For example, if precipita
tion is recorded as .5 (or½ inch) make the entry .50. If snowfall is 
recorded as .25 (or¼ inch) make the entry .2. If depth of snow on ground 
is recorded as 1. 5 inches mak.e the entry 2 inches. After rounding off, 
entries must be checked for consistency, e.g., and entry of 1.5 in snowfall and 
1.5 in depth on ground would after editing, read: snowfall 1.5, depth on 
ground 2.0. As shown in step 6, these entries would be inconsistent, hence 
the depth en ground would be changed to 1.0 inches. 

8. "Precipitation on subsequent day" must be edited whenever there is 
only one precipitation entry to record an amount of precipitation which 
occurred during several days. For example, if an observer was unable to read 
his gage on the 7th and 8th, his reading for the 9th would be the total amount 
of precipitation that occurred from the 7th through the 9th. The editor 
indicates this "precipitation on subsequent day" by entering an asterisk on 
the days on which precipitation occurred but was not measured •. In the 
example above the editor would enter an asterisk on the 7th and 8th unless 
he had a good reason to believe that it did not rain on these days. The 
following examples show some situations where the possibility of subsequent 
day precipitation must be considered: 

(O"oserver reads rain gage at 8 Af4 in all cases) 

Date Time of Beginning Time o:f' Ending Amount o:f' precipitation 

Ex. 1 

Ex. 2 

Ex. 3 

Ex. 4 

Ex. 5 

1 
2 

l 
2 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 

9 AM 

9 AM 
6 AM 

9 .AM 

5 AM 

4 AM 

3 IM 

3 PM 
7 AM 

3 IM 

3 PM 

11 AM 

1.40 

1.50 

1.57 
0.62 

* 1.62 
0.55 

* 
2.07 

The above entries are to represent those actually made by the original 
observer, some correctly,some (as described below) incorrectly. The 
asterisks found in Examples 4 and 5, however, represent notations 
made in the editing process itself as explained below. 
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Example 1. Since the observer reads his rain 8age at 8 AM, the observa
tional day for the 1st ends at 8 AM on the first. In this example 
all of the precipitation occurred during the 24-hour period from 
8 Al-1 on the 1st to 8 M1 on the 2nd, hence the precipitation amount 
is entered on the 2nd and no subsequent day precipitation is indicated. 

Example 2. Although precipitation occurred at two different times, it 
again occurred during the 24-hollr period from 8 AM on the 1st to 
8 AM on the second. Therefore the total amount of all of this pre
cipitation is entered on the 2nd and no subsequent day precipitation 
is indicated. 

ExampleJ.. In this case the amount of precipitation which occurred from 
9 AM on the 1st to 8 AM on the 2nd is recorded on the 2nd, and the 
amount of precipitation which occurred from 8 AM on the 2nd · to 3 FM 
on the 3rd is recorded on the 3rd. Again no subsequent day precipita
tion is indicated. 

Example 4. The amount of precipitation which fell during the period 
from 5 AM to 8 AM on the 1st (amount unknown because improperly 
reported by original observer) occurred during the observational 
day for the 1st and should have been entered on the daily line for 
the 1st. Since the observer failed to read his gage during the rain
storm at 8 AM on the 1st but rather waited until the 8 AM observa
tion of the 2nd to cet a reading, an asterisk is to be entered by 
the editor in the amount column for the 1st to indicate that the 
amount of precipitation which occurred on the observation day of the 
1st is included in the total entered for the subsequent day, the 2nd, 
On the other hand, in this example, the editor notes that the 0.55 
inches entered on the 3rd may be presumed to be the amount falling 
between 8 AM and 3 FM on the 2nd and hence properly recorded by the 
observer in the daily line for the 3rd, Hence no asterisk is needed 
in the daily line for the 2nd (on this presumption). 

Example 5. Although the duration of precipitation was only 7 hours it 
occurred during two observational days. The precipitation :from 
4 .AM to 8 AM on the 1st occurred during the 1st observational day 
and the precipitation from 8 Al~ to 11 AM on the 1st occurred during 
the 2nd observational day, hence there should be an entry for both 
days. Since the observer did not make an entry for the 1st an 
asterisk is entered by the editor in the precipitation column for 
the 1st. 

IV. MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA. 

Check the entire form, especially the "miscellaneous phenomena", "dates 
of" and "remarks" sections for notations of special phenomena which occurred 
during the month. All miscellaneous phenomena except rain or snow (columns 
35 through 45) should be underlined in blue pencil or the appropriate entry 
should be made in blue on the daily line. The following are special editing 
instructions for notes or different terms that the observer may enter on the 
form. 
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Haze • • • • • • • • • • Do not underline if observer reports haze or 
hazy almost every day. 

Mist-:-Sprinkle. • • • • • Edit drizzle and make sure amount of precipita
tion is at least a trace. 

Freezing rain or mist, • Edit glaze 

Lisptning, ••••••• Edit thunder 

Electrical storm. • •• Edit thunder 

Dust storm . . . . • • • Underline dust and edit high wind 

Dusty and high wind, •• Underline dust and high wind 

Dust or Dusty. , •••• Do not underline unless further notes indicate 
that there was a dust storm or that high winds 
occurred, 

Blizzard • • • • • • •• Edit high wind and blowing snow 

Drifting snow •••••• Edit high wind and blowing snow 

Wind • • • • • • • • • • Underline if observer reports high wind, strong 
wind, severe wind, hard wind, stiff wind, gales 
or squalls. Do not underline wind, windy, 
breezy, bot wind, mountain wind or brisk wind, 

Tornado ••••••••• Underline tornado and edit high wind (must have 
occurred within sight of observers station) 
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APPENDIX B. Instructions for punching daily cards from Weather Bureau Form 

1009. 

I. STATION IDENTIFICATION AND DATE 

General Instructions. Punch the station identification and date on all 
cards fur aii days of missing data unless both the precipitation and tempera
ture data are missing for more than one yeW:::-

Sp~cific Instructions. 

Cols. Item 

1-2 State No. 

Remarks and Examples 

Punch Weather Bureau code number for state name. Example, 
punch 02 for Arizona. 

-----·------------· -----------------------------------------------------------3-6 Alpha 
Order No. 

Punch Weather Bureau code number for each station. 
Example, punch 9334 for WUlcox, Arizona. 

-----·------------ -----------------------------------------------------------7-8 Year Punch last two digits of year. Example, for 1935, punch 
35; for 1898, punch 98. 

-----·------------· -----------------------------------------------------------9-10 Month Punch two digit code number for month. Example, punch 01 
for January, 02 for February •••••••••••• 12 for December. 

____________ , --------------------~--------------------------------------
11-12 Day. Punch calendar-day numbers: 01, 02 ••••• 30, 31. Make sure 

February has 29 observations on leap years, any year whose 
last two digits (cols 7-8) are divisible by 4. 

------------· ----------------------------------------------------·------13 Division 

------------------13 Time of Ob
servation 
(AM or FM) 

Punch Weather Bureau division number for each station. 
T'nere are 7 divisions in Arizona. 

The time of observation is determined from the time of the 
temperature observation. If the time of observation has 
not been entered 011 the 1009 form, try to determine it 
from preceding and following observations. Old observa
tions, on which the tjme of observation was not recorded 
will be punched as Rvl observations. If observations were 
made in the AM, 11X" overpunch column 13. If observations 
were made in the PM no additional punch is required. 

II. TEMPERATURE DATA 

General Instructions. Punch the maximum temperature, the minimum 
temperature and the temperature at the time of observation (set max) when
ever they are recorded unless the Weather Bureau (or the original observer) 
has indicated that the temperature data are not reliable or that they have 
been interpolated from surrounding stations. 

Check old records (prior to 1905) to make sure that the observers 
recorded the maximum and minimum temperatures aZ1d not the 7 AM, 2 PM and 
9 AfiI temperatures. Leave all temperature columns blank if the latter types 
of temperatures were recorded. 
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On some of the 1009 forms the observers, or the Weather Bureau editors, 
have entered the temperature range and/or the daily mean temperature. These 
values are often helpful in interpreting illegible maximtlDl and minimum 
temperature entries. The relationships between these temperature quantities 
are: 

1. (Max. Temp.) - (Min. Temp.) = Temp. Range 
2. (Max. Temp. ) + (Min. Temp. ) = 2 X (Mean Temp. ) 

The temperature at the time of observati.on {set max) is also useful in 
interpreting illegible temperature entries. 'lhe set max must be less than (or 
equal to) the maximum temperature and greater than (or equal to) the minimum 
temperature. For example, if the maximum is 65°F, the set max is 37°F and the 
minimum is illegible but seems to be either 29°F or 39°F, it would be possible 
to eliminate the minimum of 39°F because it would be higher than the set max 
temperature. 

If you happen to notice any discrepancies in the relationship between 
the maximum, minimum and set max temperatures (such as, set max higher than 
maximum or set mo.x lower than minimum) refer them to the supervisor. It is 
not necessary to check this relationship carefully because it will be 
machine checked when the cards are processed. 

Specific Instructions. 

Cols. Item 

14-16 Maximum Temp. 

Remarks and examples 

Punch temperature as recorded on 1009 form. If temper
ature is lower than 0°F punch "X" in column 14. Leave 
all columns blank if maximum temperature is missing or 
not reported. Examples: Punch 35 degrees as 035, 110 
degrees as llO, -14 degrees as Xl4, etc. See note be
low regarding special procedures for punching maximum 
temperatures at AM stations. 

------~--------------- --------------------------------------------------------17-19 Minimum Temp. 

------ ---------------20-22 Temperature 
at Time of 
Observation 
(Set Max) 

Punch minimum temperature as recorded on 1009 form 
using same procedure as used for maximum temperature. 
If negative punch 11X1' in column 17. Leave all columns 
blank if minimum temperature is missing or not reported. 
The special procedures used for punching maximum temper
atures at AM stations do not apply to minimum tempera
tures. 

--------------------------------------------------------Punch temperature as recorded on 1009 form. If 
negative punch "X" in column 20. Leave all columns 
blank if missing or not reported. Ee sure you do not 
punch "range II or "mean temper&ture" in place of set 
max. 

Punching of Maximum temperatures at AM stations. The temperature data 
are to be punched on the 0observational day" and not on the "calendar day" on 
which they occurred (the practice of the Weather Bureau WRPC's since 1948). 
There is no difficulty in punching the minimum temperature since it usually 
occurs OP the same observational and calendar day. However, at AM stations the 
maximum temperature which is recorded in the morning (say, on the 8th observa
tional day) is actually the maximum for the previous afternoon (the 7th calendar 
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day). Since two different procedures have been used in the past by Weather 
Bureau observers to record maximum temperatures at AM stations, it is necessary 
for us to divide the AM stations into two 3roups and punch the maximum 
temperatures accordingly. 

1. If the 1009 form is stamped 11Maximum generally on date preceding 
entry" or if the 1009 form is not stamped at all, punch the maximum tempera
ture on the date on which it was recorded by the observer. 

2. If the 1009 form is stamped "Maximum temperature recorded on date of 
actual occurrence 11 , all of the maximum temperatures for that month should be 
punched on the day following the date on which the maximum was recorded by the 
observer For example, the data sheet shown on the left would be punched as 
shown on the right: 

1009 Form IBM Card 
Day Max. Min. Set Max Day ?I.ax. Min. Set Max 

Cols, 11-12 14-lb 17-19 20 .. 22 
l 69°F 40°F 50°F 01 * 040 050 
2 75 55 63 02 069 055 063 
3 76 52 61 03 075 052 061 

III. PRECIPITATION DATA 

General Instructions. Precipitation data, like temperature data, are 
punched for the observational day and not the calendar day. Since precipita
tion amounts are generally recorded on the observational day, they should be 
punched as recorded unless the Weather Bureau editor has indicated that the 
data. are not reliable or that the precipitation data had been interpolated 
from surrounding stations. If the precipitation data are not reliable or 
are interpolated the precipitation columns are to be punched as if the data 
were missing. 

Specific Instructions. 

Cols. Item 

23-26 Pree ipi
tation 

Remarks and Examples 

(a) The amount of precipitation is punched in INCHES 
AND HUNDREDTHS. Example: 0.01 inches is punched 0001; 
0.57 inches, 0057; one inch, 0100; ten inches, 1000; etc. 

(b) A trace of :pre·cipitation (T) is punched 000X. 
(c) Precipitation on subsequent day (see editing in

structions) is marked by a red or blue asterisk and should 
be punced OX--. (A 11 - 11 is used to indicate that a column 
is to be left blank) 

(d) No precipitation (i.e., there is no precipitation 
entry on the 1009 form and no statements that precipita
tion occurred but was not measured), punch X---. 

(e) If the amount of precipitation is definitely missing 
(so stated by note from observer or from-Weather Bureau 
editor, or if value is illegible), leave all columns blank. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------~he maximum temperature for the 1st would be left blank on the first month 
for which the maximum temperatures were "brought down" but on subsequent 
months the maximum temperature for the 1st is the maximum temperature for the 
last day of the preceding month. 



------ ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------27-29 Snowfall (a) The a.mount of snowfall for the 24-hour period end-
ing at the observation t:ime is punched in INCHES AND 
TENTHf3. Example: o. 5 inches is punched 005; 5 inches, 
050; 50 inches, 500; etc. If an a.mount of snowfall 1s 
punched an amount of precj_pi tation must be punched in 
the same card. If the 1009 form records an amount of 
snowfall but no precipitatj.on, check with the supervisor. 

(b) A trace of snowfall (T) is punched OOX. 
(c) Precipitation on subsequent day (see editing 

instructions) is marked on 1009 form by a red or blue 
asterisk in the snowfall column and should be punched 
OX-
(d) No snowfall (i.e., there is no snowfall entry on 

the 1009 form and no statements that snowfall occurred 
but was not measured). Punch X--. 

(e) If the amount of snowfall is definitely missing 
leave all columns blank. 

------ ----------- ------------------~-----------------------------------------30-32 Depth of (a) The amount of snow on the ground at the time of 
snow on observation is punched in WHOLE INCHES. Example: One 
ground inch of snow is punched 001; ten inches, 010; one hundred 

inches, 100; etc. 
(b) If there is one half inch or less snow on the 

ground (including a trace), punch OOX 
(c) If no snow depth ha.s beeri reported and if the 

snow depth is not missing, punch X--
(d) If the snow depth is missing leave all columns 

blank. 

IV. MISCELIANEOUS PHENOMENA 

General Instructions. Miscellaneous phenomena, that are to be punched, 
have been underlined in blue pencil or entered on the proper daily line in 
blue pencil by the editor. 

· Specific Instructions. 

Cols. Item 

33-45 Days with 

Remarks and Examples 

Pl.mch a "l" in the appropriate column for each occurrence, 
otherwise leave these columns blank. Always leave columns 
33 and 34 unpunched. If a 111 11 is punched drizzle, sleet, 
glaze or hail {columns 37, 38, 39 and 41 respectively) 
there must be at lea.st a trace punched in the amount of 
precipitation. In addition, there must be at least a 
trace punched in the amount of snowfall if a 1112 11 is 
punched for sleet or hail. 
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